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The Habilitation is a unique moment for the career of academics in France. Unfortunately, its use as a requirement for the direction of Ph.D. theses is an obstacle to the research potential of many young (and not only) faculty members. It further discourages some brilliant researchers from starting their career in France. This view is shared by many researchers with whom I had the chance to discuss in the past but is often forgotten when this turning point in a researcher’s career is over. I hope that decision-makers will eventually understand the problem and decide to modernize the scope of an Habilitation thesis and its preparation process.
ABSTRACT

Creative work requires the learning and practice of advanced skills, perceptual, motor, cognitive, and aesthetic, but also relies on the use of diverse materials and sophisticated tools, both physical and digital. For these reasons, creative work is a major source of inspiration for research in Human-Computer Interaction (HCI). My habilitation thesis looks at the work of creators: artists with years of professional practice but also of learners, casual makers, and novice designers. I review the results of a series of studies, where I investigate how creators combine physical and digital representations and how these representations evolve throughout their creative process. My goal is to highlight key challenges for innovation in HCI and foresee how future interactive technologies can improve or extend current creation practices.

I focus on three widespread creation activities: drawing, physical modeling, and music composition. For these activities, I present examples of systems that assist the creation process in various ways: (1) they help novices practice well-established drawing-by-observation techniques through augmented photograph models; (2) they facilitate the image production of professional illustrators while they work on paper; (3) they enable modelers to synchronize their physical models with their digital representations; (4) they allow designers to embed interactive electronics in stretchable fabrication materials; and (5) they let composers of contemporary music extend their digital environments with personal vocabularies drawn on paper with physical ink.

The common goal of all these systems is to provide flexible representations, personal vocabularies, and effective interaction modalities that, on one hand, encourage exploration, and on the other hand, assist the transformation of early ideas to high-precision creative artifacts. Through the above examples, I discuss trade-offs between sketched-based representations that support expression and structured representations from which computers can easily extract meaning. Although the greatest part of the thesis concentrates on artistic activities, I also examine how informal, sketch-based representations can benefit other tasks, such as data-annotation and data-analysis tasks. I conclude with lessons for HCI research and reflect on directions for future work.
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Creative work has been at the core of research in Human-Computer Interaction (HCI). This is partly due to the great influence of Design methods in our field. Sketching, physical prototyping, and storyboarding are examples of interaction-design techniques that are directly inspired by professional practices in Arts and Design [Bux07]. Nevertheless, there are three other reasons why studying creative work is important:

1. Creators are keen users of technology. They are often demanding about their tools and are concerned with both artistic quality and performance. Hence, observing their practice reveals challenging problems that do not emerge when designing for the average user. Creators also engage in material practices and know the qualities and limits of traditional tools. Through long practice, they have mastered techniques to push their limits. HCI research has been increasingly interested in material practices [Ros+12] and their implications for interaction design [GK15]. By studying how artists work with physical materials, we can gain insight into how to transfer their use to the digital tools we design.

2. Creative work is not a privilege of professionals. Technology provides new opportunities for disseminating artistic practice to wider audiences. Video channels that teach drawing, crafting, and music creation techniques are followed by millions of amateurs or novices artists. We have also witnessed a rapid growth of the Do It Yourself movement [Tan+13], where digital fabrication tools and physical design remixing practices [OWM15] become more and more accessible to a larger public. Yet, acquiring skills to master an artistic activity requires significant investment in time. The challenge for HCI research is to integrate professional knowledge into the user interfaces that novices use.

3. Designing for an artist can help us generate design concepts that could serve other users. Framing a solution to a mathematical problem, planning an experimental procedure, or exploring a large dataset are all creative tasks. Supporting structure and precision can be crucial for such tasks, but it is equally important to provide cognitive aids that stimulate visual thinking and interactive tools that help users explore creative paths in their solutions. Past work has also shown that user interfaces that are closer to familiar interfaces, such as paper, can be more effective in supporting working memory and problem solving [OAC06]. In this thesis, I argue that interaction designers should target interfaces that are less rigid, more expressive, more familiar, and more personal.

I present the results of a series of studies that look at the work of creators. I am interested in artists with years of professional practice, as well as learners, casual makers, and novice designers. I study three different creation activities: drawing, physical modeling, and music composition. I focus on how creators interact with
and switch between physical and digital representations, and on how these representations evolve throughout their creative process. I present examples of systems that ease the transition from early exploration and free-form expression to more structured and more detailed representations. Through these examples, I investigate designs that extend the workspace of a computer with physical materials and tools. A key goal of the user interfaces that I discuss is to combine the practice of traditional techniques, e.g., physical modeling and paper drawing, with digital-editing and end-user programming tools.

I also study tradeoffs between representations that support expression and structured representations from which the computer can extract meaning. I am motivated by how composers of contemporary music struggle between their personal music representations, as those are expressed on paper, and their formal implementations in their computer programs. I examine how sketch-based vocabularies can address such tradeoffs by allowing users to customize their interactions. Although I first focus on music composition, I then show how sketch-based vocabularies can benefit other tasks, such as data-annotation and data-analysis tasks.

1.1 TERMINOLOGY AND SCOPE

“Creativity” is possibly relevant to any human activity, from performing an instrument to analyzing some data and taking a decision. But my focus here is not creativity per se but the creation process, which includes the workflow, the techniques, and tools that creators use to produce a concrete artifact.

Next, I explain key terminology and further clarify the scope of the work presented in this habilitation thesis.

Materials (or Media). Some creators work with physical materials, e.g., paper, clay, foamcore, and wood; others use the computer or both. I focus on the intersection of physical materials and computer technologies. On one hand, I am interested in the editing capabilities and programming power of computers. On the other hand, my goal is to take advantage of the interaction qualities of physical materials, e.g., their support for direct physical manipulation and expression.

Tools & Devices. Traditional tools like pencils, brushes, and cutters are still widely used in today’s practice, often in parallel with machinery and electronic devices, such as printers, scanners, graphics tablets, milling machines, and laser cutters. I make a distinction between physical tools or devices, and software tools. Examples of software tools that I examine are drawing applications, 3D modeling tools, and music-programming software.

Representations. The term “representation” may refer to the medium that is used to depict an idea, concept, or artifact. However, it may also refer to the way that (“how”) the medium describes it. A representation can be physical, such as a physical model, or virtual, such as a 3D mesh. There is also distinction between representations that depict geometric relationships and aesthetics, such as drawings, and symbolic representations, such as musical scores. Symbolic representations may adhere to a specific structure (e.g., a graph or a tree) or a grammar (e.g., a musical score). Finally, a representation can be detailed and precise. Alternatively, it can be ill-defined or rough. I am interested in two different directions: (i) how to help creators move from rough
to high-fidelity representations, and (ii) how to combine multiple representations (e.g., virtual + physical or structured + sketchy) to support the creative task.

Creation Techniques & Creative Process. Any creation activity relies on years of accumulated experience about techniques and methods. In industrial domains, such as in automobile design [Bux+00], workflows are often standardized, following well-established uses of materials, tools, and representations. In other domains such as music composition, the work process can be very idiosyncratic. In both cases, the use of technology has an important role. Our challenge is not simply to design solutions that support current practices but also to further extend them with richer workflows that were not possible before.

Expertise & Skills. I study professional artists as well as learners, casual practitioners, and hobbyists. I will often refer to the first group of people as experts, and to the second group of people as novices. My goal is twofold: (i) to extend the expression vocabulary of experts, but also (ii) to create tools that transfer professional expertise to novices.

1.2  Overview

I split my study into four parts, where the first three are dedicated to creative work.

Drawing (Chapter 2). Drawing is perhaps the most common artistic activity that people start engaging in at a very young age. Still, realistic drawing is widely considered a privilege of a handful of skilled people. Despite this preconception, drawing is not simply a matter of natural talent; it relies on the use of well-established techniques developed through practice. The role of interactive technology is to disseminate these techniques and to further enhance them with computational support. I especially focus on drawing techniques that help first learners and then experts to progressively transition from rough sketches to detailed higher-quality drawings.

I first look at how drawing books and tutorials teach drawing-by-observation techniques. Such techniques rely on principles of scaffolding. The drawers start by approximating the main shapes of a drawing by sketching its overall structure. Then, they draw larger regions and continue with finer details, while frequently checking for alignments and proportions. I present an automated drawing assistant that assists learners in practicing this workflow as they draw from photograph models.

I then look at professional illustration and investigate how artists progressively move from early ideas to polished illustrations. I discuss why many illustrators still use physical media, e.g., paper, pencils, tracing devices, often in combination with computer drawing applications. I present BricoSketch, an augmented-reality system that helps artists progressively add details to their lower-fidelity drawings created with physical inks.

The first part of this research was conducted in collaboration with Adrien Bousseau (Inria, Sophia-Antipolis) and his Ph.D. student Emmanuel Iarussi. It was published at UIST 2013 [IBT13]. BricoSketch started as the Master
thesis of Magdalini Grammatikou, co-supervised by Stéphane Huot. We later extended this work, and our results appeared at ITS 2015 [TMH15].

**Crafting & Physical Modeling (Chapter 3).** Like drawing, modeling is a multiple-step process that requires the practice of well-established design techniques. The challenge now is to integrate the practice of such techniques into the digital tools that makers use. Specifically, I focus on how designers intermix sketches, digital models, and physical prototypes to create objects. I present a user study that simulates key phases of a structured design process (ideation, concept sketching, fabrication sketching, and physical prototyping) and observes how novice designers collaboratively transition from sketches to physical models.

A key outcome of this study is that material manipulation is important both for communicating problems and solutions, and for concretizing design ideas. Motivated by these results, I look at smart fabrication materials that could sense designers’ manipulation of physical objects. I present two examples of such materials: (i) ShapeMe, a shape-aware material that senses its own geometry as it is cut by a designer; and (ii) Stretchis, stretchable silicone-based user interfaces that enhance physical objects with proximity sensing, touch sensing, and visual feedback. I discuss the implications of such interaction-aware materials for future CAD and fabrication tools.

The study on novice design practice was conducted in collaboration with Adrien Bousseau, Lora Oehlberg, and Wendy E. Mackay. It appeared at CHI 2016 [Bou+16]. ShapeMe and Stretchis were the results of Michael Wessely’s Ph.D. thesis [Wes18], co-supervised by Wendy Mackay and funded by her CREATIV ERC grant. These results were published at UIST 2016 [WTM16] and UIST 2018 [WTM18].

**Composing Music (Chapter 4).** In contrast to drawing and crafting activities, music composition deals with non-visual, non-tangible concepts. The representations that composers use to describe music are often symbolic, but as other artistic representations, they also evolve as rough ideas become more concrete. I concentrate on composers of contemporary avant-garde music. These creators have a classical training but constantly try to innovate musical expression. As a result, they often develop very personal vocabularies to write their music.

I investigate how user interfaces that combine pen and paper can support such vocabularies. I present Musink, an ink-based language for augmenting paper scores with personal gestures that represent programmable musical objects. I also show how to extend music-programming tools with custom representations of musical objects printed or drawn on paper. Such representations are based on interactive, modular paper components that we call paper substrates. I discuss challenges concerning the automatic interpretation of handwritten content and present a mobile interface that helps musicians mitigate recognition problems. Finally, I discuss methodological challenges for studying music composition. I discuss the results of a user study that explores the use of pen-based technologies by 12 music composers.

Musink was the result of my postdoctoral research at Inria, in collaboration with Wendy Mackay, Catherine Letondal, and IRCAM. The work was

Sketching Personal Widgets (Chapter 5). The need for custom representations is not unique to artistic creation. The fourth part of my analysis is dedicated to non-artistic tasks, focusing on sketch-based vocabularies. I present knotty gestures, a technique of pen micro-gestures that allow writers to attach active annotations to their notes on paper. I show how the subtle trace of such micro-gestures can be combined with other strokes (e.g., lines or characters) to add semantics and create links with the computer. I also present SketchSliders, range sliders that analysts can freely sketch on a mobile interface to customize their data explorations. SketchSliders take arbitrary shapes and support customization, annotation, and reuse. I investigate a range of specialized shapes, including circular sliders for periodic data, sliders with branches that support multiple levels of granularity, and transformation sliders, whose shape controls the fisheye transformation of visualization views. I discuss how SketchSliders can support visual exploration in wall-display environments.

I worked with Wendy Mackay for knotty gestures, and our results appeared at AVI 2010 [TM10]. SketchSliders is the result of my collaboration with Anastasia Bezerianos and Thibaut Jacob. Our work was published at CHI 2015 [TBJ15].

I end my HDR thesis (Chapter 6) with a collection of related topics that I am currently working on and problems that I plan to study in the future.

1.3 METHODOLOGY

The research presented in this thesis is the result of teamwork and collaboration during a period of more than 10 years. It builds upon empirical results as well as the development of both software and hardware. This is a brief summary of our research methods:

Observation. We interviewed professional illustrators, architects, modelers, music composers, musical assistants, and biology researchers. Interviews usually took part in the work environment of our participants, where they presented examples from their artwork and demonstrated their work process. For a smaller number of participants, we made observations during longer periods (several months). We also tried to observe creative work in laboratory settings through well-structured but still creative tasks. Specifically, we designed a one-hour task to observe 12 music composers creating a musical piece. We also ran two one-day design charrettes to observe how novice designers sketch and prototype hand-fabricated objects.

Co-Design. Design workshops with individual creators or other professionals helped us further explore how our target users work and identify opportunities for
design. For our studies with composers, participatory design was an essential part of our design process.

**Hardware & Software Engineering.** As we often used technologies for which existing software solutions were limited or closed for industrial use, we had to develop our own software platforms. I will report on two software toolkits, which support the development of interactive applications. In addition to software, we developed custom hardware for sensing interaction with malleable fabrication materials, in particular with stretchable silicone and cuttable foamcore.

**Evaluation & Experimentation.** To evaluate our design solutions, we used a mix of methods, including user sessions with open-ended tasks and lab experiments. The former are better for observing divergent user strategies and assessing how users appropriate the tools. The latter are more appropriate for comparing concrete design solutions. In addition to user studies, we also conducted hardware evaluations to measure the accuracy and robustness of our sensing technologies.

### 1.4 Other Research Interests

My HDR thesis describes on an important part of my research career but does not fully cover my past research activities and interests. I would like to highlight some significant work that I conducted in the last six years that is not discussed in the following chapters:

1. Our studies of perspective motor control [OTA14] with Halla Olafsdottir and Caroline Appert as part of our MDGEST JCJC ANR project (coordinated by Caroline). A substantial amount of research in Psychology has studied how people manipulate objects in the physical world, showing that they tend to use initial grasps that avoid uncomfortable end postures. We conducted three experiments to systematically observe how users plan both rotational and translational movements and analyzed our results in the light of the *Weighted Integration of Multiple Biases model* [Her13], a model of continuous heuristic planning. Our results provide insights about how to design techniques that facilitate grasping, but also techniques that can infer the user’s planned movement and support it with early visual and motor aids (e.g., snapping). Our experiments focused on multitouch interaction on tabletops. Yet, I believe that our results have more important implications for complex manipulation tasks in VR and AR environments, where interaction is currently cumbersome and often problematic.

2. My work on statistical methods for measuring agreement in gesture elicitation studies [Tsa18]; [TD16], with significant help by Pierre Dragicevic. I consider it as my most mature and most significant contribution up to now. My TOCHI article has revealed serious flaws in the statistical methods introduced by well-cited CHI publications. It has further questioned the measures used by mainstream gesture elicitation methods to quantify consensus on gesture vocabularies (for a summary, see https://agreement.lri.fr/). As alternatives, the article proposes measures that are commonly used for the analysis of inter-rater reliability studies. This topic is still at the center of controversies, but I expect that they will be addressed by future publications.
3. My recent collaboration with Themis Palpanas and Anastasia Bezerianos for the Ph.D. thesis of Anna Gogolou (defended in November 2019), which concentrated on visualization and interactive similarity search techniques for large data series collections. During the first steps of Anna’s thesis, we experimentally studied how different visual encodings affect similarity perception in time series visualizations \[Gog+18\]. Our experiments provide empirical evidence that similarity perception is visualization dependent, where different encodings (color, position, or combinations of the two) are more or less sensitive to signal transformations, such as temporal and amplitude scale variations.

More recently, we have been looking at how to support data analysts in querying large-scale data series collections (hundreds of gigabytes in size), where answering a single similarly search query can take from a few seconds to dozens of minutes. Such delays are prohibitive for interactive visual-analysis scenarios. Although the database research community has introduced indexing techniques (see Themis’ recent survey \[Pal20\]) that provide quick approximate answers (in a range of a few milliseconds), such techniques do not provide any guarantee about the quality of their early approximate answers, i.e., how far from the exact one they are. Within the last year, we have developed statistical modeling techniques \[Gog+19\]; \[Gog+20\] that support probabilistic guarantees over approximate answers that progressively improve over time. As in other progressive analysis methods \[FP16\], our probabilistic guarantees can help analysts to decide whether to trust the current progressive answer, or wait for a better answer. We have further demonstrated that combined with a set of automatic stopping criteria, those techniques can lead to considerable time savings (e.g., 80 – 95% savings in time), while achieving high accuracy levels, e.g., 95% or 99% of their answers are exact.
Children start drawing from a very young age, but drawing is still considered a difficult task that requires advanced skills and years of practice. Drawing is not simply a recreational activity. It is essential for many professions in design, engineering, and visual arts. In this section, I investigate how interactive technology can support artists with years of professional drawing experience as well as casual drawers and learners. I will argue that drawing skills do not simply rely on talent. Through years of experience, artists learn how to practice well-established drawing techniques but also invent their own methods that help them enrich their artistic styles. We will see that drawing is rarely a single-stage process. Using rough sketches, hand-drawn guides, but also external materials, e.g., photographs, that act as models, is an essential part of any drawing activity. I will show how such techniques can serve as inspiration for designing novel interactive technologies that can assist the drawing practice of experts and learners. I will further examine the benefits of physical drawing materials and discuss how digital tools can benefit from them and integrate them into artists’ workflows.

2.1 Assisting Learners

A major challenge when learning drawing from observation is to trust what we see rather than what we know. Edwards [Edw79] argues that children confront an artistic crisis around ten as they realize that their abstraction of the world conflicts with their visual perception. Drawing books and online tutorials provide simple techniques to help learners understand how to draw from observation by gaining consciousness of the forms that they observe, their structure, and their relationships. Common techniques include drawing simple shapes as scaffolds – also known as blocking in – before drawing the subject of interest and checking for its alignments and proportions. Computers can disseminate such drawing techniques to larger audiences by providing interactive assistance and corrective feedback. Representative work in this area includes iCanDraw? [DPH10] and PortraitSketch [Xie+14] that help novices to draw faces, ShadowDraw [LZC11] that suggests completion of the drawing as it is performed, and Sketch-Sketch Revolution [FGF11] that automates the generation of step-by-step tutorials.

We started our research by looking at drawing books and online tutorials. Inspired by their recommendations, we set the following design goals [IBT13]:

1. Encourage learners to focus their attention on the actual model rather than their drawing.

2. Enable them to practice observation techniques proposed by the drawing literature. Such techniques can help novices identify shapes and understand their relationships and structure both in the original model and in their drawings.

3. Support corrective feedback to help learners anticipate their errors and refine their drawings.
We chose to focus on fundamental drawing techniques that apply to generic models, rather than domain-specific rules such as anatomy and perspective. We also focused on photograph models, as photographs are widely available and can be easily integrated into computer-assisted drawing systems. Photograph models can be further processed by vision-based algorithms and augmented with visual guides that help users construct their drawings.

To design our visual guides, we relied on three drawing principles that combine recommendations from books [Edw79]; [Dod85]; [HC11]; [Bra03] and tutorials [Hod12]; [Koh12]:

1. Lay down the main structure of the drawing with a coarse approximation of the main shapes.

2. Draw contours of large regions first and then details. The coarse structure created earlier serves as a scaffold that guides contour drawing.

3. Verify proportions and alignments to avoid or correct distortions.

We iterated on these principles with informal user tests on paper and the computer. Our final design supported the following forms of visual guides: (i) block-in lines, (ii) skeletons, (iii) abstract regions (or masses), (iv) line segments that show alignments and proportions, and (v) grids. Each visual guide provides a different level of assistance and may be more (or less) appropriate depending on the model. For example, block-in lines outline the outer bounds of contours. In contrast, skeletons emphasize the inner structure of a shape and are more appropriate for elongated structures and characters.

We used existing vision-based algorithms to automatically extract such guides from photograph models (see Figure 1). We then integrated these guides into a drawing user interface (see Figure 2). The interface is divided between two main areas: the model and the canvas area. The model area presents the photograph model to be drawn. The canvas area offers the drawing tools and a layered space for drawing the model. It further allows the user to choose among the available drawing guides, such as the block-in guides in Figure 2a.

A key feature of our system is its ability to evaluate error in the user’s drawing. To evaluate error, it registers the visual guide shown on the model with the strokes drawn on the canvas. This registration is performed in real time. The user interface provides corrective feedback as the user draws on the canvas. In the example of Figure 2b, the system identifies a vertical misalignment, which is highlighted with a red dashed line. Our registration mechanism builds a dense correspondence between contours and a sparse correspondence between corners that we then use to support feedback about incorrect alignments and proportions.

As shown in Figure 2a, visual guides and corrective feedback are displayed over the original model. The user can then reproduce them on the canvas (by drawing) to use them as scaffolds. The rationale of this design was to encourage learners to actively practice the techniques. It further allows learners to refine the guides, instead of blindly following the automatically generated system suggestions. Our design encourages users to draw different guides in separate layers to facilitate registration and error detection.

We conducted two experiments to evaluate two aspects of our drawing assistant. The first experiment (12 participants) compared three versions of the drawing user interface on quick five-minute drawing tasks, where each version provided a different level of guidance: (I1) no guidance, (I2) guidance over the model, and (I3)
guidance over both the model and the canvas. Full guidance (I3) resulted in better drawings, reducing contour error by an average of 50% compared to the base user interface (I1). Although guidance over the model (I2) did not offer clear benefits in terms of precision, many participants appreciated the fact that it encouraged them to focus on the model and redraw the visual guides on the canvas by themselves.

A second experiment with eight participants examined longer drawing tasks (15 to 30 minutes), focusing on how over-the-model guidance can help users improve their drawings. Overall, guidance resulted in an average of 42%, 95% CI [19%, 65%] error reduction. Seven (out of eight) participants made extensive use of the visual guides. More interestingly, three participants who had experienced the guidance condition first tried to apply the techniques that they had practiced to the second no-guidance drawing task. For example, a participant tried to apply the signing and block-in techniques and reported:

“I could apply the methods on my second drawing, and I think they were very useful to better reproduce the photo. I understood clearly the interest of the explained method.”

Such feedback provides evidence that people can appreciate the visual-guiding techniques and quickly integrate them into their drawing practice.

### 2.2 Supporting Professionals

In contrast to novices, professional artists know how to draw by observation. They have further learned how to internalize geometric forms and relationships and generalize them when drawing from imagination. Even so, digital tools still offer opportunities for developing new methods of work. Not only do they allow artists to get inspiration from photographs, videos, or other artists, they also help them to accelerate their production through powerful editing and remixing tools. Nevertheless, the scope of computer tools is limited when artists use traditional media to complete their work. There are many reasons why some artists still use physical materials and tools, such as paper, pencils, and ink pens. Despite the progress
of artistic stroke-rendering techniques [Her03], current computer tools cannot capture the richness and variety of artistic styles supported by physical media [NSI14]. Therefore, artists still rely on paper for styles and techniques that software tools do not currently offer.

Our work for BricoSketch [TMH15] allowed us to study how professionals combine interactive technologies with traditional drawing tools and explore how computerized tools can provide assistance while working on paper. We started by conducting interviews with four illustrators in Paris. Our participants were freelancers with 4 to 11 years experience as professional illustrators. Their projects included illustrations for books, magazines, and newspapers. Three of them also worked as writers of graphic novels. We identified a variety of different ways in which artists use traditional and digital drawing tools in their projects. Sometimes, almost all the work is done on paper. For other projects, paper is never used. In other scenarios, artists switch from paper to software but also from software to paper in different variations. Which strategy to choose depends on the artistic style that the artist wants to achieve, the quality of the expected result, as well as the drawing speed that each approach affords. Speed is often a key constraint as artists are often asked to complete a task within limited time. For example, it is not uncommon for newspapers to ask for one or several illustrations within the same or the following day.

We observed that projects evolve at multiple stages where early sketches and drawings often serve as templates for higher-fidelity ones. Artists use either physical layers on top of a light table or virtual ones in computer software to make copies of their images and draw new versions on top of them. Figure 3 presents examples of techniques used by our study participants. In Figure 3a, the artist uses a homemade light table to draw the detailed version of a graphic novel. An earlier rough version of the page serves as a template in this case. Figure 3b presents a different approach for making the transition between early sketches and final pictures. This artist creates sketches through dark “masses” created with Adobe Photoshop. These sketches are printed in light blue, helping the artist to draw the detailed...
contours with a black pen ink. When scanning the page, the light blue color is removed, and the artist can add colors over the detailed contours. In both cases, the artists’ approach is driven by their need to draw the contours with a physical pen, as according to them, its trace has clear quality differences compared to the digital ink that can be achieved with a graphics tablet. Both these artists intermixed both physical and computer drawing tools for different stages of a project (i.e., early sketching, drawing detailed contours, coloring), depending on the requirements of each project.

We also observed the work of an illustrator for a graphic novel for several months. For this project, the artist had to draw all images with a pencil. Unfortunately, producing high-quality images with this style was very time consuming, and the artist experimented with various solutions to deal with time constraints. She eventually developed a method of combining and reusing drawings of different resolutions and scales to create her final pages (see Figure 4a). Although sufficiently quick for the time and style constraints of this project, this process required significant manual effort. The artist had to scan and print her drawings several times in order to switch between paper and digital versions of her work.

In order to assist such workflows, we developed BricoSketch [TMH15], an augmented-reality paper-based system. BricoSketch’s concept (bricolage + sketch) is based on the observation that professional illustration does not solely rely on sketching and drawing skills. Artists often have to engineer scaffolding and remixing techniques to increase their productivity or produce new artistic styles. Figure 4b-d shows a scenario of use of the system that captures the workflow discussed earlier. The artist’s workspace contains the main illustration, drawn on paper with a pencil, and several rectangular areas that represent partial virtual views of the original drawing displayed with an overhead projector. The user creates and transposes the views interactively by moving the pencil over the drawing surface. In this example, the artist has created “transposed” views to decorate the labels of ingredient containers. The scale of these views is larger so that the artist can draw small parts of the image with higher control and finer detail.
As shown in the figure, the physical ink of the pencil within a view is blended with projected copies of ink drawn in its other views. In order to produce the final digital illustration, the artist needs to blend the partial images of the physical ink. Blending can be performed manually by using common image-editing software. Alternatively, we can partially automate it by inferring the correspondence between the virtual workspace and the scanned illustrations and then letting the user decide about how to blend all pieces together.

The implementation of BricoSketch was based on iSketchnote\textsuperscript{1}, a pen tracking technology that captures the 3D position and 3D orientation of small magnetic rings. A ring can be fixed on a pen or a pencil to detect the position of its tip as a user draws on paper. This technology had limitations, in particular it suffered from spatial deformations that could not been fixed. However, it was the only one to support custom drawing tools at the time. Furthermore, since the technology can sense the position of the pen tip above the drawing surface, it allowed us to support pen-based interactions that do not leave a trace on paper, e.g., to create, position, and scale the virtual views of an illustration.

We asked an artist to use BricoSketch in two consecutive sessions. In the first session (40 minutes), we introduced the system, refined our command shortcuts, and chose a pen and pencil. In the second session (1 hour), the artist used the system to produce two illustrations. The artist found that the system is an excellent tool for exploring ideas and trying out alternative versions of drawings. She explained that it helps to quickly test ideas by reusing parts of her drawings directly on paper. She also proposed that copies can serve as templates for drawing new variations. For example, in a sequence of panels for a comic strip, the artist could copy the face of a character and use it as model to draw its variations in other panels.

\section*{2.3 CONCLUSION}

Drawing assistance is equally important for learners who want to improve their drawing skills, and for professionals who seek ways to speed up performance but preserve their unique artistic styles. Drawing is often a multi-step process: the artist

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{figure4.png}
\caption{(a) The artist uses a light table to draw higher resolution features, such as important details and facial expressions. The final pages are constructed by digitally merging all the pieces together. (b-d) BricoSketch: The artist uses the system to add details to different parts of a composition that shows a cook preparing a meal. She uses a pencil to select a jar in her drawing (b), create a larger copy (c), and then draw higher resolution details (d).}
\end{figure}

\textsuperscript{1} http://www.isketchnote.com
starts with rough, ill-defined representations and progressively moves to more detailed drawings. Interactive technology can assist this process in many ways: (i) reinforce the practice of well-established scaffolding techniques, (ii) provide corrective feedback, (iii) support reuse, (iv) facilitate the mix of different representations (either digital or physical), and (v) provide models in context for reference. We learnt from our interviews that artists often make use of photographs, films or even sceneries and physical objects not only for ideas and inspiration, but also as direct support for their drawings. Famous illustrators like Norman Rockwell are well known to make extensive use of model photographs in their work. Figure 5 presents an example from the workspace of an artist working on a newspaper illustration. The artist has created multiple layers on Photoshop to integrate her early sketches that provide the overall structure of the drawing but also images (here bank notes) collected on the internet to be used as reference models. Another interesting practice that we observed is the capture of self photos to create models of complex body postures or grasps. How to assist such practices is a future direction that I discuss in Chapter 6.

In the following chapter, I investigate physical modeling tasks that often involve 3D shapes. Again, I am interested in how creators combine modeling representations to perform such tasks, focusing on the use of physical materials and tools.
Like drawing, crafting requires artistic skills and also aims at creating shape. Crafting is a common activity of modeling practices in industrial design and personal fabrication. Even though modern 3D software allows artists to create high-quality 3D models by fully working on the computer, well-established modeling practices often rely on physical representations, including drawings on paper and physical prototypes.

In this chapter, I focus on physical modeling methods, but I am particularly interested in the transition between physical prototypes and their alternative representations, either sketches or computerized 3D models. I start by discussing how professionals use physical models in their design practice. I continue with the results of an observation study that looks into how novice makers transition from early sketches to physical materials and hand-fabricated objects. The following sections focus on a technical challenge, which is how to make fabrication materials interactive. I present two material-driven technologies that address two different aspects of this problem: (1) how to fabricate physical models that can sense their own shape; and (2) how to embed interaction in highly-stretchable materials.

### 3.1 Professional Modeling Practices

Physical modeling is widely practiced in professional design despite the parallel use of powerful 3D modeling tools, such as AutoCad, Maya, Rhinoceros 3D, or Blender. Professional design projects often group together experts with different but complementary skills. In this case, a design process may require them to iterate over sketches that capture different design aspects, physical prototypes of various scales, as well as digital models. For example, in interior and exterior automobile design\(^1\), the use of physical (e.g., clay) models of various scales is a well-established practice. Such models help design teams to iterate on their designs by moving from sketches and design concepts to detailed prototypes. The methods that automotive modelers use to “sculpt” their 3D clay models has inspired interaction techniques such as 2D and 3D digital tape drawing [Bal+99]; [Gro+02]. Despite the introduction of novel interaction displays, workflows that involve physical models still persist today.

We have conducted interviews [WTM18] with other practitioners who use digital models and physical prototypes: architects, modelers, and an industrial shoemaker. In architectural design, physical models (maquettes) were primarily used in the past for communication with clients and for demonstration purposes in competitions. Their role has now changed, since other media such as videos are more effective (or more appealing) in demonstrating architectural projects. Even though, physical models are widely used within design teams to iterate on ideas and concretize designs. The emergence of affordable digital fabrication machines and fab labs has recently accelerated their construction. A senior modeler of a large archi-

---

\(^1\) We had the chance (with Adrien Bousseau and Wendy Mackay) to interview and observe automobile designers on early concept creation. Results from this study were confidential and have not been published.
Figure 6: We ran two all-day design charrettes [Bou+16], where participants sketched and collaborated to prototype pairs of costumes. The figure presents representative sketches and prototypes for the different phases of the study.

tectural firm told us in an interview that the use of laser cutters and 3D printers have allowed them to “stop working on weekends.”

Although digital fabrication machines have helped designers to produce high quality physical models quicker, the digital fabrication workflow is still far from being interactive. According to Baudisch and Mueller [BM17], the current use of fabrication machines resembles to computer use in the 50s, when input and output was largely performed with punched cards. Part of my focus in this chapter is how to make the fabrication process more flexible and more interactive.

3.2 NOVICE MODELING STRATEGIES

Fab labs have made fabrication available to a new population of casual non-professional makers who can now participate in the creation and customization of wide variety of physical objects [RB09]; [Mot11]; [Tan+13]. Neil Gershenfeld argues [GGCG17] that custom fabrication will continue to explode with an exponential growth that is similar to Moore’s law. Unfortunately, most CAD tools have been developed based on professional design practice. Even though some enthusiastic makers take the time to learn professional design software, novices may find them too complex and effort demanding. An additional difficulty that novices often face is the lack of training and intuition about how to develop design concepts, iterate on them, and translate them into detailed models. Some casual makers are keen on solving construction problems but have poor design skills. Others are good at drawing down ideas but have little intuition about how to turn their sketches into 3D models, how to choose materials, or how to deal with engineering problems.

Our goal was to understand how to help people with no formal training to make objects, focusing on the transition from sketching and designing ideas on paper to fabricating physical prototypes. We also wanted to study how such novices collaborate with each other and how they use sketches, fabrication materials, and prototypes to iterate on their designs. Specifically, we were interested in the following questions:
1. **How do novices sketch for themselves and for others?** The role of sketching in creative thinking has been studied in a wide range of disciplines, including design research, cognitive science, and cognitive psychology [PG98]. Eckert et al. [Eck+12] identify three main roles of sketches: to generate and record ideas, to represent abstract properties pictorially, and to communicate design ideas to others. They observe that not all designers sketch to generate ideas, but for many designers, a fundamental role of sketches is to quickly communicate with others. Others have looked at differences between novices and experts. Suwa and Tversky [ST97] examine how professional architects and students think over their sketches and find that experienced architects could identify more functional relations in their sketches and pursue with them deeper design thoughts than students. Ahmed et al. [AWB03] observe that beginners may lack confidence in their decisions and tend to adopt “trial and error” strategies. Beginners also favor 3D visualization or physical manipulation of models to understand their function and assembly. In contrast, experts tend to evaluate intermediate solutions to decide if they deserve further implementation. Such evaluations allow experts to identify potential issues but also to refer to past designs that have addressed similar problems. Finally, Cross [Cro04] mentions that when problems are well-defined (e.g., when solving routine problems or playing chess), novices often adopt “depth-first” strategies, while “the strategies of experts are usually regarded as being predominantly top-down and breadth-first,” which leads to easier solutions. However, in creative domains like design, Cross argues that “creative experts treat problems as ‘harder’ problems than novices do.”

2. **How do novices fabricate prototypes with hands-on materials?** As I discussed in the previous section, designers often use physical models to represent or explore design ideas. According to Faas et al. [FBY14], quick physical prototypes are as effective as quick sketches in shaping designs. Prototypes also serve as a means to iterate on a design. For example, Dow et al. [DHK09] find that iterative prototyping produces higher-performing design concepts than non-iterative prototyping. Brereton and McGarry [BM00] observe engineering students and argue that physical objects and prototyping materials themselves can support design thinking by serving: (i) as starting points, (ii) as thinking props that afford specialized actions, e.g., grasps or other gestures, (iii) as memory devices, (iv) as physical embodiments of abstract concepts, (v) as interaction props for exploring parameters, (vi) as supports for understanding relationships among quantities and revealing practical limits, (vii) as within-group communication artifacts, etc. Wendrich [Wen10] reports on observations of design students using various CAD, graphical sketching, and physical prototyping techniques. He reports that tangible interactions with physical construction material adds quality and detail to the end result and enhance participants’ concentration and involvement.

3. **How do novices collaborate for fabrication?** Collaborative design may require constant communication through sketches and prototypes. Dow et al. [Dow+11] show that when designers share multiple prototypes with peers, they achieve better rapport in the group and better quality results. But in addition to visual and physical artifacts, collaborators also communicate via hand gestures, gaze, body gestures, and visual cues [SM14]. Such communication modes become important when supporting teams collaborating at a distance. For ex-
ample, in a distributed construction task, Kirk and Fraser [KSF06] find that gesturing using hands is quicker than using digital sketches without any loss of accuracy. Eris et al. [EMBS14] examine the role of gesturing during design sketching and observe that sketching and gesturing may play different roles in different phases of a compressed design process. Gesturing occurs earlier when exploring the problem while sketching emerges later when detailing the identified concepts.

In order to answer these questions, we ran a study [Bou+16] that consisted of two all-day design charrettes, in which 12 participants (six participants per charrette) designed and hand-fabricated pairs of objects (see examples in Figure 6). We asked the participants to develop mock-ups of costumes on doll-sized mannequins. We provided a range of prototyping materials and tools as well as small mannequins on which they could build their costume models. For sketching, we provided blank A3 pages and a variety of pens, colored markers, pencils and erasers.

We designed the charrettes to have both an open-ended creative task and well-defined stages and outcomes, either sketches on paper or physical prototypes. This approach let us observe pairs of participants as they successively worked individually and together through several phases of the design process. Furthermore, it allowed us to structure and control key aspects of the design process, e.g., design phases, materials and tools, collaboration roles, discussions, while collecting rich data from a range of sources such as sketches on paper, physical models, and videos of collaboration discussions.

We structured each design charrette as four main subtasks that emulate the common phases of professional design process: (1) ideation sketching, (2) conceptual sketching for presentation, (3) sketching for fabrication, and (4) fabrication. Participants worked individually for all but the fourth phase. For this phase (fabrication), the participants formed pairs, and each took the role of a leader or an assistant. The goal of the leader was to build one of the two paired objects (costumes) that he or she designed. The goal of the assistant was to build the other object, following the instructions of the leader. We controlled their collaboration by means of structured discussion sessions that interleaved with sessions of individual work time, when participants could make progress on their prototype. Each one-hour fabrication round consisted of three five minute discussions followed by three 15-minute individual work sessions. Our coding scheme captured both textual elements (e.g., titles, instructions, annotations) and graphical elements in the sketches. Before data analysis, we coded all sketches produced by our participants. We also coded discussion videos and recruited 10 external evaluators to evaluate the final physical prototypes while also inspecting their fabrication sketches.

We discuss here some key findings and implications of the study. Our participants used diverse drawing techniques (multiple views, perspective, unfolding and exploded views) to describe their concepts across design stages, even though they did not necessarily have the ability to draw them accurately. Automated drawing guidance, as in the approaches that we discussed in the previous section, could possibly compensate for the limited drawing skills of casual makers and help them adopt techniques of professional designers. Our analysis of sketches and prototypes suggests that higher quality instructions (as integrated into fabrication sketches) lead to prototypes that better reflect their designs. It also seems that detailed sketches capture concepts that are well finalized, and as such they can be easier to reproduce as a physical model. In contrast, concepts described by coarse
sketches need to be refined during prototyping. Our analysis of discussion sessions indicates that participants tried to overcome the lack of information in fabrication sketches by spending more time discussing details over the physical models.

Figure 7 provides additional details about our analysis of the three discussion sessions. The results show that the reference of discussions progressively moved from paper to the mannequin, while prototyping material eventually became the dominant medium of collaborators’ actions. Mid-air gestures also reduced as participants started using the prototypes as reference during discussion. We further observed that fabrication materials often guided the fabrication sketches. According to a participant:

“I had ideas about fabrication once I saw the material. I also got inspiration by seeing how others did.”

Moreover, the mannequins served as models that allowed participants to explore poses or verify dimensions and proportions.

Overall, a key finding of this study was the critical role of physical materials in the transition from sketch-based models to prototypes. Materials supported design exploration and testing during the sketching phase and even supplanted sketches during discussion on physical prototypes. Some participants did not anticipate the fabrication challenges while they sketched their costume designs and only resolved them through physical manipulation of fabrication materials. This observation motivates the need for “tangible” CAD interfaces that enable designers to model 3D objects by interacting with physical prompts. Since novices lack good intuitions about how to hand-fabricate 3D shapes from raw materials, it is also important to develop “material-aware” solutions that sense material manipulations (e.g., cutting and folding paper and foamcore) and assist makers when they practice crafting techniques. I investigate this direction in the following two sections.

### 3.3 Assisting Modeling with Shape-Aware Material

Back in 2011, Willis et al. [Wil+11] described interactive fabrication as the digital fabrication approach where makers interact with a physical model while their crafting input is captured in real time by the computerized system. Past HCI research has tried to support interactive fabrication with a range of different systems:
Vision-based systems that use 3D scanners [Fol+10]; [Wei+15a] or depth cameras [Piy+16] to capture shape.

Modified fabrication machines such as Constructables [MLB12] that support direct user input or augmented-reality fabrication systems [Pen+18].

Smart crafting tools, including hand-held milling devices [ZP13], augmented 3D extruder pens [Yue+17], and Anoto pens [Son+06].

Modeling proxies that can detect their deformations or their 3D topologies [LRL17].

Each approach has its own strengths and limitations. Vision-based approaches require a setup of external cameras and suffer from occlusion problems. Smart tools assume that the physical model remains fixed, or that additional calibration mechanisms are required. Other solutions pose constraints on the construction materials that the designer can use. Our goal was to make materials aware of their own shape rather than delegating sensing to external devices or systems. We refer to such material as shape aware. ShapeMe [WTM18] is a sensing technology that achieves this goal, focusing on cuttable fabrication materials e.g., paper, soft wood, and foamcore.

To approximate shape, ShapeMe relies on grids of printable sensors that take the form of thin lines (or polylines). Sensors are positioned in a two-dimensional space and can sense their length. If we also know the position of the sensors in space, we can approximate a 2D shape. In the example of Figure 8a, sensors are placed in parallel along the x axis, and the surface is cut by following a curve. The sensors’ positions provide the x coordinates of the curve’s points, while their lengths provide their y coordinates. This principle can be extended to 3D objects by stacking several layers on top of each other (see Figure 8b). Consider that creating volumetric objects out of thinner sheets is a well-established model-making practice [Wer11]. A major strength of our approach is that information about the final shape of a crafted piece is persistent, even when sensors are disconnected or offline (its history may be lost though). An additional strength is its robustness to occlusions problems.

We implemented length sensors as custom-made capacitors. To produce a capacitor, we print two layers of conductive material (silver nanoparticle ink and PEDOT:PSS) in close distance, separated by an insulating layer that serves as the dielectric. The length of a line-shaped capacitor is a linear function of its capacitance.
and can be indirectly estimated through a voltage-divider circuit. By appropriately choosing the circuit elements, we achieve a close-to-perfect linear relationship between the length of sensors and voltage. This linear relationship allows us to estimate the length of a sensor with an error of $\pm 2 - 3$ mm (for 1mm-wide sensors). Part of this error is due to imperfections of our fabrication process. A major constraint in our implementation was the lack of double-coated sheets that could be inkjet-printed onto both sides. We thus relied on screen-printing (see Section 3.4) for the back side of the sensors, which introduced additional sources of error. However, we believe that precision can be greatly improved in future iterations, when high-quality printing on double-coated sheets becomes available.

To connect and control grids of multiple sensors, we designed a custom printed circuit board (PCB) that multiplexes analog input from up to 64 sensors. Multiple ShapeMe boards can be stacked together to multiply the number of sensors. Our implementation enables a standard Arduino Uno controller to process up to 384 sensors, while more advanced controllers can theoretically support a larger number of sensors. The number of sensors on a single sheet is of course constrained by their width (>0.25 mm) and their distance (>1.5 mm).

A main drawback of ShapeMe is that the sensing precision is further constrained by the shape and orientation of the sensors. As shown in Figure 8a, if a sensor is cut at multiple positions, then sensing can fail. We explored a number of solutions to this problem, including sensors that take alternative shapes, e.g., curved lines, and branched sensor structures. Unfortunately, early experiments showed that capacitance is greatly affected by the shape and curviness of the sensors. We thus decided to focus on sensing topologies with sensors consisting of one to three straight-line segments, as such sensors result in more reliable length estimates.

Our approach assumes that even when makers do not a-priori know their target shape, they have a rough idea about the parts of the model they need to work on and the direction of their cuts. Thus, they can pre-configure the topology of their shape-aware material according their needs. Figure 9 shows examples of three sensor topologies that we currently support. The first topology consists of vertical sensors and is optimal for horizontally oriented cuts. The second has a star layout and is optimal for sensing cuts around the periphery of the object. Finally, the third is best for sensing vertical cuts but also allows to detect holes. How to create optimal sensor topologies for sensing cuts is a problem that we have not fully addressed. Future work could make several contributions in this direction, e.g., by exploring more sophisticated empirical models that deal with curviness, providing computational methods to optimize the layout of sensors, or producing hardware that combine multiple layers of ShapeMe sensors with different layouts.

Designing ShapeMe sensors, fabricating them, and deploying their applications would require considerable time and effort if it was not assisted by a dedicated design tool. Figure 10 presents the user interface of our software toolkit as it communicates with the Unity platform. The toolkit helps makers to (i) digitally create an initial geometry, (ii) design a sensing and a wiring structure, (iii) export a ShapeMe model to be printed with a laser cutter and print its sensors, and (iv) synchronize a physical model with external 3D modeling software. As shown in the figure, a model consists of one or multiple layers formatted as printable A4 or A3 sheets. Each layer represents the 2D layer of a 3D structure, or alternatively, an individual 2D surface, such as a wall or the ground of a house. Our software communicates with external digital modeling through the Open Sound Control (OSC) protocol [Wrio5]. We have implemented and tested communication with
both Unity and Blender, where the first allows makers to use ShapeMe models in conjunction with AR headsets such as Microsoft Hololens. Our user interface also provides a history tool to let users review past model edits. A maker can undo unwanted fabrication actions by going back to the history of their actions and then reprint the physical model, in order to follow an alternative fabrication path.

As we saw in the previous section, physical prototyping involves richer tangible manipulations that extend beyond cutting, e.g., folding, rolling, and stretching. Some previous work has developed techniques to support flex or fold sensing \cite{Gon14}; \cite{VS17}. However, estimating the path of folding interactions with precision that is sufficient for interactive fabrication scenarios is still a difficult problem. An additional challenge is how to support soft and stretchable materials and how to apply visual feedback on their surface. I present our contributions in this direction next.
Embedding Interaction in Stretchable Materials

3.4 Embedding Interaction in Stretchable Materials

Stretchable electronics is a very active research area in advanced materials research. A significant body of work has focused on how to apply conductive inks (e.g., graphene, PEDOT:PSS, silver nanowire networks) on silicon-based organic polymers (PDMS) [Kim+09]; [Lip+12]. Other research has investigated stretchable electrochromic [Yan+14] and electroluminescent displays [Wan+15]. A main challenge for HCI research is how to bring the results of such research to wider audiences, and in particular, how to enable casual makers to create interactivity stretchable components as part of their own object designs. Stretchis [WTM16] was a first step to this direction. Even though our work was largely inspired by advances in materials science [Lip+12]; [Lu+14]; [Wan+15], our fabrication method does not require expensive equipment to dispose and pattern conductive material. It is therefore better adapted for quick prototyping and is more accessible to non-expert practitioners.

Figure 11 shows examples of stretchable user interfaces (Stretchis) fabricated with our method. Stretchis use PDMS as the base material for embedding touch and proximity sensors and provide visual output by means of electroluminescent displays. They can be very thin (≈ 200µm). Due to the softness of their base material, they can be rolled, folded and stretched to over 100% over their natural length. Hobbyists, designers, or HCI researchers can use these properties to add interactivity to the surface of diverse materials, including fabrics, shape-changing surfaces, and the human skin.

Our fabrication approach is based on screen printing (or serigraphy), a traditional printing technique used to transfer ink onto a surface (see Figure 12a). The screen-printing technique has been popularized by notable artists. Andy Warhol’s Marilyn Diptych portraying Marilyn Monroe in 50 copies, is probably the most famous painting produced with this technique. Interestingly, the same technique is commonly used by advanced materials research to print functional inks (e.g., conductors) for evaluation purposes. Screen printing was first applied in HCI research by Olberding et al. [OWS14]. Michael Wessely had actively participated in this project and introduced the technique to our laboratory when he started his Ph.D. thesis.

Olberding et al. [OWS14] used screen printing to print touch sensors and electroluminescent displays onto diverse materials, including paper, leather, wood, and ceramics. The method interleaves layers of a transparent conductive ink (PEDOT:PSS) and phosphor, which emits light under high voltage (but low current). Unfortunately, the same method does not work for stretchable PDMS substrates.
Figure 12: Fabricating stretchable touch sensors and electroluminescent displays [WTM16].

(a) Using a screen printing net (produced with UV lithography) to print layers of functional inks onto a stretchable PDMS substrate. (b) Each printed layer is cured or heat-dried before the subsequent layer is printed on top. (c) The designer adds power and (d) tests the stretchable component on his skin.

The reason is that the conductive ink (PEDOT:PSS) is water based, while PDMS is hydrophobic. As a result, the ink forms drops on the surface of PDMS and stops being conductive.

Previous work on advanced materials research [Lip+12] has shown how to print PEDOT:PSS on PDMS and retain conductivity for up to 188% strain. However, such methods are based on special treatments, e.g., corona and plasma treatments that require specialized equipment, while depending on their type, their effect may be temporary. After experimenting with various treatments, we developed a simple, inexpensive and permanent method. Since direct application of the conductive ink is not possible, we use a stretchable and transparent binding layer as an interface between the PDMS and the ink. This binder contains a lower percentage of water than the PEDOT:PSS ink, which reduces the repellent effect. Also, because it is highly viscous, the ink does not form drops on the PDMS surface. We further adapted Wang et al.’s [Wan+15] fabrication method to produce a stretchable phosphor layer by mixing phosphor particles with fluid PDMS.

The fabrication of Stretchis is based on a multi-layer approach that combines four types of functional layers: (1) the base substrate layer that consists of pure PDMS, (2) the sensing layer – conductive ink patterned according to specific input requirements of an application, (3) the display layer that provides electroluminescent visual output as described above, and (4) the aesthetics layer that consists of patterned color inks. This multi-layer approach gives significant freedom to designers, since layers are independent and can be customized and printed during different phases of the fabrication process. Furthermore, layers can be interleaved in many ways, depending on the requirements of a Stretchis application. For example, if proximity sensing is important, the sensing layer must be printed on top of other layers for higher precision.

We ran series of tests to evaluate the conductive behavior and endurance of Stretchis. We showed that we can reliably detect direct touch and proximity (up to 6 cm away) for strains up to 120% of the natural Stretchi’s length. We further showed that Stretchis remain conductive even after 6000 stretches with strains up to 50%. We recorded a break point at 153% strain. Such performance was way beyond the state-of-the-art in HCI research at that time. As a reference, the iSkin sensor [Wei+15b] had been tested under up to 30% strain.

A major limitation of Stretchis was the lack of strain sensing. Unfortunately, subsequent stretches progressively increase the conductor’s resistance. Although this increase does not affect the reliability of touch and proximity sensing, it makes strain measurements difficult. Possible solutions to this problem include the use
of alternative inks, such as silver nanowire (AgNW) networks, which have been shown to support strain sensing [Amj+14], or capacitive sensing through parallel layers of carbon nanotube electrodes [Coh+12]. Strain sensing support offers new application scenarios, such as using Stretchis as elastic components of shape-changing objects that sense and react to their deformations. Supporting their fabrication with computational methods and allowing makers to use them in combination with other fabrication materials, e.g., as part of their ShapeMe models, is another interesting possibility.

Following our work on Stretchis, the HCI community has shown a vivid interest in stretchable interactive devices for casual makers. As representative examples of this line work, I would like to highlight the Silicon Devices by Nagels et al. [Nag+18], as they allow for embedding more complex electronics in stretchable casting silicone, and LASEC by Groeger and Steimle [GS19], which provides a parametric design process for generating stretchable cut patterns on thin materials.

3.5 Conclusion

I discussed how professional and novices design models for 3D objects. Interaction with materials and physical prototypes is an essential part of industrial design practices. But it also helps novices to anticipate fabrication problems, discover solutions, and communicate ideas to peers. A major challenge for HCI research is how to assist this physical interaction and how to support a tighter link between a physical and a digital model. I presented two sensing technologies (ShapeMe and Stretchis) that contribute to this goal.

Immersive environments promise to make the virtual design experience more and more realistic by supporting direct 3D interaction. However, the need for physical models will not disappear any soon. Several studies have shown the limitations of 3D virtual environments. For example, Jansen et al. [JDF13] have observed that physical touch acts as a cognitive aid when users manually explore physical models – the haptic feedback they provide and their visual realism cannot be faithfully reproduced by virtual environments. Similarly, our own experiments [Cha+15] on 2D and 3D object manipulation (see Figure 13) have shown that physical interfaces tend to perform better than virtual-reality environments, as they do not suffer from lag, sensing disturbances (e.g., due to occlusion), and perceptual deformations.

Figure 13: In collaboration with Inria at Sophia Antipolis (Emmanuelle Chapoulie and George Drettakis), we investigated how people manipulate objects in both real and virtual settings [Cha+15]. A user in an immersive (CAVE) environment (left). Completing a 6 DoF manipulation task in real (center) and virtual (right) settings.
However, augmented-reality technologies improve rapidly, so there are future opportunities for bringing immersive and physical modeling tools closer together. I discuss such future challenges in Chapter 6.

In the next chapter, I turn my focus to a very different group of creators, composers of contemporary music, but I am still interested in how combining physical and digital representations can support a creative process.
We have seen so far that creators pass from different visual representations (both digital and physical) to reach a final outcome, which can be an illustration or the design of a building, a car, or other physical objects. For other creation domains, where outcomes are not visual artifacts, representations are primarily symbolic and very idiosyncratic. This is the case for many composers of contemporary music, who are the focus of this chapter.

An early study by Letondal and Mackay [LM07] showed that many composers of contemporary music make extensive use of pen and paper either to sketch early musical ideas or to write their final scores. An interesting observation of this study was that their musical notations can be very personal and are often re-invented at the beginning of each composition project. Often, such notations do not resemble the traditional notations of final scores given to musicians. They consist of early or intermediate languages that allow the composer to express higher-level ideas. For example, they represent complex musical structures that cannot be easily captured with classical notations. In other situations, they describe music transformations whose actual implementation is a computer program. Since music editing software does not support custom musical vocabularies, many composers still use paper to write music. However, computers have a key role in the work of many contemporary composers beyond music editing software. Some composers are keen programmers. Others work with musical assistants, technical experts who assist them in the implementation of their ideas. Visual programming languages, such as OpenMusic¹ and Max², are commonly used by composers and musical assistants to programmatically generate musical sequences through modular visual programs, called patches. The notations that composers often develop are parametric representations of such computerized patches. My focus on this chapter is how to extend these music-programming tools with a new space of interaction that supports custom composition representations.

All solutions that I discuss in this chapter are based on technologies of augmented paper. Early research on augmented paper dates more than 25 years back [Wel93]; [MP94]. When I started my postdoctoral research, HCI’s interest in this area had been revitalized, partly due to the Anoto paper technology³. Anoto relies on a printed but barely visible dot pattern that allows a camera-enhanced pen to detect its precise position on a page. Many HCI groups, in particular at Stanford, CMU, UC San Diego, Autodesk, ETH Zurich, and Darmstadt relied on this technology to develop systems and software toolkits [SKN07]; [YPRK08]; [Hei+10] and studied a variety of application domains, from world editing [Lia+08], educational software [Ovi+12], and biology research [TME08] to architectural design [Son+09]; [SGH06] and air-traffic control [Hur+12]. This interest has declined in recent years, partly because of the highly protective business model that companies in this domain have followed, and partly because of the lack of major hardware innovations that could make such technologies popular to a wider audience of users. Although

¹ https://openmusic-project.github.io/om7/
² https://cycling74.com/
³ https://www.anoto.com/
it is not clear to me if we must expect a comeback of this technology in the near future, this past research provides great inspiration about how to design interaction for other types of pen input.

4.1 PERSONAL GRAMMARS OF INK GESTURES

A challenge for augmented-paper applications is how to best support the transition between paper and digital content. One of the strengths of paper is the freedom that it gives to its users. Unfortunately, this freedom comes with a cost, as it renders automatic recognition more challenging. A common solution to this problem is to differentiate between handwritten content that may not be recognizable by the system and simple ink gestures that act as system instructions. In most approaches, such gestural vocabularies are close-ended, which simplifies their interpretation by computer applications. A key difficulty of our problem is that composers’ vocabularies are open-ended, thus they cannot be pre-specified at design time. Musink [TLM09] is an extensible language of ink gestures (see Figure 14) designed to support such open-ended vocabularies.

Musink bridges physical paper and digital composition tools by letting composers integrate graphical representations of computerized entities into their paper scores. We concentrated on the middle of the creative process, when musical scores are already present, and explored how to augment them with Musink gestures to create new scores. Our design was largely based on interviews of composers and technical experts at IRCAM. Given the prevalence of OpenMusic as a tool at IRCAM, we decided to integrate several aspects of OpenMusic’s design philosophy into our approach. Specifically, we treated gestures as functions that can take properties of musical objects as arguments, e.g., their rhythm or pitch, and generate new objects.

We tried to respect the natural role of gestures on traditional paper. Although paper-based gestures can serve as commands that perform software operations, they are also declarative, with a representation designed to be recognizable by humans. We thus studied existing forms of annotations of musical scores [Win06; Cha+07] and integrated them into Musink gestures.

The basic Musink syntax supports three basic elements (see Figure 14a):
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Figure 15: Recognition and interpretation is mediated by Musink’s Gesture Browser. (a) A new gesture is first defined by specifying its identifier, its scope, e.g., time range, pointers in the score, and group of chords, and its numerical or textual parameters. This defines how recognized gestures are translated to computerized functions that external music software can process. (b, c) The user can reinforce or correct the classification of a gesture, (d) refine its scope, and (e) review the recognition of its parameters.

- **Pointers:** They describe specific locations within the score’s timeline. They can take the form of vertical curves or arrows.

- **Scoping Gestures:** They define a range within the score, either as a set of musical symbols or a temporal range. They can take various forms: closed curves, horizontal strokes under or over a staff, and parenthesized scopes defined as in PapierCraft [Lia+08].

- **Text and Parameters:** They can serve as annotations, identifiers or parameters. They are enclosed in parentheses, in a circle or in a rectangle. They may be linked to pointers or scoping gestures if they touch or are close to the gesture.

- **Connectors:** They are supplementary strokes that group elementary gestures together: line segments that visually connect the trace of two gestures or marks indicating a group of traces with a series of small line segments. Those are useful when connected elements are spatially distant.

By combining these basic gestural elements, composers can build their own syntax of gestures. Figure 14b illustrates several examples of complex Musink gestures. This approach aims to optimize the trade-off between openness and recognizability. By separating recognition into multiple steps, it simplifies both recognition and customization. Recognizing elementary gestures is relatively easy, since it involves only a few fixed gestures. However, this small gesture set can produce diverse graphical representations for any given function.

Users can assign semantics to gestures via Musink’s Gesture Browser (see Figure 15). The Gesture Browser lets them define new gestures and refine gesture recognition results. They can remove a basic gesture, revise its recognized scope, define a new gesture class and associate (or disassociate) the gesture with a previously defined class. Gesture classes can function either as gesture identifiers or as parameters. They can also be linked with user-defined OpenMusic functions as they are defined.
Users do not need to have a formal semantic definition of a Musink gesture when it is first drawn on paper. The gesture may act solely as a structural element in the score or as a symbol that represents an abstract idea. The user can revisit it later to, for example, assign it semantic meaning or link it to another gesture. We referred to this approach as *semi-structured delayed interpretation*. Musink uses identifiers to define semantics. A pointer or scoping gesture may use its own graphical representation as an identifier. For example, the zigzag shape of a horizontal line may act as the identifier for a “tremolo” gesture, distinguishing it from other horizontal lines. Alternatively, a text ‘tag’ may act as an identifier when attached to any pointer or scoping gesture. Any identifier can represent a computer function, e.g., an OpenMusic patch. The function can take any of the following as arguments: score positions, musical symbols, temporal ranges, text and numeric parameters associated with the identifier, either directly or through connectors.

We conducted a series of mini-workshops with individual composers to explore uses of Musink. We met with five composers, where four were senior with many years of composition experience. The composers proposed a range of scenarios, such as using Musink gestures to control electronics during live performance and composing with symbols (e.g., textual) whose identity or shape controls programmable musical parameters. Several composers emphasized the need for expressive gestures in a score, in addition to symbolic musical representations. We also learned that composers’ gestures on paper are often very precise, representing concrete ideas rather than sketches. Overall, the composers saw in our system a valuable tool for programming music by drawing ink gestures.

Based on our workshops, we extended our tool to better support graphical representations and provided support for paper formats that may not contain common musical notation, e.g., empty staffs and graph paper. However, we also realized that the goal of Musink was ambitious. The five composers demonstrated very diverse work approaches and notations that could not be easily accommodated by Musink’s syntax. Another limitation of our work at this time was the lack of visual or audio feedback when writing on paper. This lack of feedback made gesture recognition harder and prevented composers from understanding their syntax. In addition, composers could not interact with the paper interface, for example, to quickly explore variations or test ideas. I discuss solutions to these issues in the following sections.

### 4.2 Supporting Custom Composition Interfaces with Paper Substrates

When Jérémie Garcia started his Ph.D. thesis, we opted for new pen technologies (e.g., Livescribe pens and bluetooth Anoto pens) that allowed for direct feedback and live communication with a computer. Jérémie completed his thesis in close collaboration with IRCAM. This allowed him to have frequent interactions with composers and musical assistants and conduct a series of studies, including interviews, participatory-design workshops, and longer-term studies that explored the use of early prototypes and technology probes [Hut+03]. Furthermore, he had the chance to work closely for several months with composer Philippe Leroux for the...

---

4 A simplified version of Musink’s browser for empty staffs is available at [https://www.lri.fr/~fanis/omusink/index.html](https://www.lri.fr/~fanis/omusink/index.html).

5 [https://www.livescribe.com](https://www.livescribe.com)
creation of his awarded piece *Quid sit musicus*?26 Leroux’ composition was covered by the media and was presented in several concerts in France.

Our early studies [Gar+11] investigated how composers can express and explore musical ideas by using pen and paper to graphically control parameters of their computerized patches. Several composers emphasized the tangible nature of such interfaces. A composer found that interacting with the pen involved a physical movement like playing a musical instrument: “Here, I play the pen.” Other composers appreciated the link between the physical ink left on paper and their computer programs, where hand-written gestures act as memories of sounds that can be replayed or further used as guides for future refinements. Another key observation of our early studies was that composers appreciated the power of music-programming environments, such as Max and OpenMusic, and some relied on them, often reusing objects and patches developed for their previous projects. Most agreed that integrating interactive paper interfaces directly into existing computer tools was the correct direction.

Our work on paper substrates [Gar+12]; [Gar+14a] takes this approach further by investigating how interactive paper interfaces can extend the interaction vocabulary of music-composition and sound-synthesis tools, such as Max/MSP, OpenMusic, and Ableton Live. Professionals musicians use these tools to generate music by programming complex musical objects or mix and arrange sounds. Yet, several contemporary composers find that their interfaces lack support for personal representations that they often use to write music. Figure 16a presents a paper prototype (of an interactive paper interfaces) created by a composer during a participatory-design workshop. According to this scenario, the composer writes music and creates specialization effects for a horn quartet. He uses small, pre-formatted strips of paper to define each parameter of the music (rhythms, pitches, spatialization). Each strip supports a specialized notation, e.g., whole notes for pitches and circular positions for specialization and communicates with Finale, a music notation software. The composer organizes the strips on his score page and links them together. He further uses strips of translucent paper to create superimposed layers of musical symbols. This physical form of interaction enables the composer to concentrate on different aspects of the musical sequence (e.g., rhythm vs. spatialization), reuse elements of his music, explore alternative solutions, and easily recombine them in his score. We refer to such modular pieces of interactive paper as paper substrates. Notice that the term “substrates” appears frequently in the recent work of Michel Beaudouin-Lafon and Wendy Mackay, as a fundamental concept that complements the instrument in Beaudouin-Lafon’s instrumental interaction [BLoo]. I will reflect on these concepts in my concluding section.

Figure 16b presents an interactive application that further demonstrates this concept. Its implementation is based on Anoto technology and bluetooth pens that communicate directly with a computer. In this example, the user edits a musical sequence and controls the amplitude of a background sound. The interface consists of a paper substrate that displays a printed (but editable) musical sequence (1), two paper substrates (3, 4) for drawing graphical parameters, and a paper substrate (2) for selecting (by drawing arcs) subsequences in the musical timeline. The user can then play the selections and listen to the result by tapping on the trace of an arc. Paper substrates communicate their data and state to each other. Although they provide a new layer of user interaction, they rely on existing musical software
for processing and storing the actual data. In the above example, each paper substrate is mapped to a unique Max/MSP object, while all links between them are represented by links in the Max/MSP interface.

We met with four composers and a musical assistant to explore uses of paper substrates throughout their interactions with musical data. We observed that paper substrates can take the role of physical proxies of computerized containers of data structures, such as musical sequences, sound signals, and curves. They can also serve as proxies of programmable operators, such as filters and selectors, but also as proxies of programmable modules, e.g., ones that represent higher-level music composition rules. Rather than creating a unique application or a generic user interface, we concentrated on how to provide flexible tools that allow composers or their musical assistants to develop their own paper substrates by assisting reuse.

We developed the PaperSubstrates toolkit \cite{Gar+14a}. The toolkit consists of (i) a Java API that helps developers implement paper substrates with minimal code, and (ii) PaperComposer, an interface builder a customization tool for end-users. The Java API provides support for handling pen events, storing pen data, and recognizing gestures. It also takes care of the management of the Anoto dot pattern, the management of sessions, and the communication of substrates with external applications, such as Max/MSP. As with Musink, communication is based on the Open Sound Control (OSC) protocol, where an OSC server allows registered applications to send and receive updates from paper substrates. We support a variety of data types, from basic ones, such as lists of numerical values, to more complex, such as sequences of music notes and chords. Data types are extensible. Developers can add new data types and implement new substrates.

PaperComposer is a graphical user interface for customizing, deploying, and debugging interactive paper applications. Figure 17—Left shows its main screen. PaperComposer organizes paper substrates into printable documents of multiple Anoto pages. The tool enables users to build documents from predefined substrate classes. It relies on Java Reflection for loading new substrate definitions at run time. Users can customize the layout and properties of the substrates and connect them with OSC data channels of external applications (OpenMusic or Max/MSP). They
4.3 Interactive Recognition of Handwritten Input

We saw earlier that Musink delays the interpretation of ink gestures. A benefit of this approach is that composers can concentrate on their creative task without having to worry about technology-related problems. For several scenarios, however, high-accuracy recognition is important, and the absence of direct feedback can hamper user performance. For example, many participants of our studies could not anticipate how much freedom the system allowed for and how (or how accurately) automatic recognition worked. In our designs of paper substrates, we tried to reduce recognition problems through well-structured graphical layouts that guide or constrain the entry of notation. We also encouraged users to benefit from the visual and audio feedback provided by the musical environment on the computer. However, this requires users to shift their focus from their workspace on paper to the computer screen to check for errors, often switching between input devices to deal with navigation issues. Unfortunately, interaction can become inefficient and error-prone, especially when users work with musical notation and interleave it with free annotations or specialized (e.g., Musink) syntax.

I looked for solutions that could help users to better anticipate and deal with recognition problems by bringing interaction and feedback closer to the area of writing [Tsa12]. Previous work has used interactive devices such as a PDA [Mac+02], a miniature projector [Son+10] or a smartphone [Hei+12] to support interaction with paper. I chose the third approach, as smartphones are widely available, come in different sizes, and can support touch input in addition to visual and audio feedback.
My design is based on phrasing [Bux95] principles for pen + touch interaction [Hin+10]. My goal was to avoid the use of persistent modes by taking advantage of the kinesthetic coordination of the two hands. In particular, I examined forms of bimanual coordination (see Figure 18) that combine pen and finger touch and make use of the smartphone’s touchscreen to control how handwritten data are recognized by the computerized system.

I identified two alternative strategies of user control that aid the interpretation of handwritten data:

S1. The user relies on the system’s ability to correctly recognize handwritten strokes and only intervenes to correct mistakes.

S2. The user determines how the system should interpret pen strokes while he or she writes on paper.

The success of each strategy depends on how well the system recognizes the strokes and how easy for users it is to interactively direct or correct recognition. It further depends on how well users could foresee the success or failure of the recognizer to optimize their strategies. I studied the two strategies by focusing on three primitive tasks:

T1. Writing down a stroke or a group of strokes.

T2. Selecting one or multiple strokes.

T3. Specifying a meaning for the selected strokes or a context for their interpretation, e.g., a certain vocabulary that constrains their recognition. The user performs this task with a gesture or a menu selection.

The three primitive tasks can be carried out in various combinations, where pen and touch input can overlap in time. T1 is always performed on paper with the pen. T2 and T3 are performed by using either the pen or the mobile touchscreen. I examined four alternative forms of bimanual coordination (Pen + Pen, Pen + Touch, Touch + Touch, and Touch + Pen), where the primitive tasks T2 and T3 are executed by either the pen or the touch in different sequence orders. All the four techniques allow for a posteriori error corrections (strategy S1). In addition to error correction, Touch + Pen can enforce or constrain how the system will interpret a group of strokes (strategy S2). The Touch + Pen technique relies on the activation of a bezel
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Figure 19: Interacting with musical notation. (a-b) Using Pen + Touch to turn an unrecognized horizontal line into a beam. (c-d) Touch + Pen: Activating a bezel menu at the bottom of the screen to reinforce the recognition of a sharp.

menu, inspired by the bezel menu of Hinckley et al. [Hin+10] for creating new objects.

I demonstrated the use of the four techniques through an interactive application for writing musical scores. Figure 18a presents an example of a handwritten score and its digitized version on a smartphone. Several strokes that represent key musical elements such as notes, stems, beams and symbols of intonation, e.g., sharps, have been recognized and replaced by dark glyphs. Other elements, such as rests and annotations, remain unrecognized (in light grey). Finally, some strokes represent special functions (in dark yellow), such as audio comments on the score. A design problem is how to represent recognized symbols, as the personal writing style of each user bears recognizable landmarks, essential for human recognition and navigation. Such landmarks are destroyed if the system replaces handwritten symbols by fonts that are commonly used in printed and electronic scores. Keeping or simply highlighting the original form of recognized strokes is not a satisfying solution either, because users need feedback about how the system interprets their handwriting. My solution followed an intermediate approach. Some musical elements such as the head of notes, flats, sharps and keys are replaced by predefined beautified profiles and are positioned with respect to their recognized location in the score structure. Other elements such as stems and beams are only slightly beautified, in a way that their relative geometry in the score is preserved.

I developed a custom online recognizer of musical notation that can be used in combination with the above four techniques. It recognizes notes (whole, half, quarter, eighth, etc.) and chords, ledger lines, dots, beams, flats, sharps, and common keys. Recognition relies on a rule engine that applies a set of syntax rules (recognition, reinforcing, and overwriting rules) to derive the type of a new symbol and its connections with existing score elements, recognized or not. This architecture allows for instrumenting interaction by mapping rules to specific user actions. Figure 19 demonstrates the use of the Pen + Touch and the Touch + Pen techniques to either correct or reinforce the recognition of musical symbols. The same techniques support functions other than the recognition of musical notation. For example, the user can choose from the top bezel menu to play a segment of the score or create a link to a recording.

I conducted an experiment with 16 participants to evaluate the four techniques under two conditions:

C1. Recognition was unpredictable. Participants had no information about whether the system would succeed in recognizing a stroke. They had to depend on the visual feedback of the mobile device to anticipate an error.
C2. Recognition was predictable. Participants knew beforehand whether recognition would succeed or not, so they could develop a strategy before starting a task.

Results showed that Touch + Pen was the fastest technique, irrespective of the condition, i.e., whether recognition errors were predictable or not. Nevertheless, subjective user ratings were not consistent with performance results. Pen + Pen and Pen + Touch were rated the highest across all evaluation dimensions. It seems that participants underestimated the time required to correct recognition errors and the ability of Touch + Pen in saving time. Some participants expressed the opinion that Touch + Pen required additional concentration and effort because they had to synchronize both hands at the same time and to frequently shift their attention from paper to the device. Results suggest that participants who consistently used strategy S2 managed to gain a 24 to 30% in speed in comparison to the three other techniques. However, strategy S2 also seems to inflate errors, which may explain why four participants did not use it all and why five other participants mixed it with strategy S1. The fact that Pen + Touch was highly preferred to Touch + Pen by participants implies that Guiard’s [Gui87] principle about the sequential order of the two hands may have exceptions, at least when hands operate in different reference frames, the views are split, and precision is critical for both hands, which means that tasks are not entirely asymmetric.

Overall, this work provides insights about how to design interactive recognition mechanisms for two-hand interaction that combine pen and touch. The mobile interface can be used as companion of paper substrates applications (see previous section) by mediating interaction between the user interface on paper and the computer. Although I focused here on classical musical notation, the same approach could be applied to other vocabularies, including mathematical formulas or Musink.

4.4 OBSERVING THE USE OF MUSIC CREATION TOOLS

Our research on music composition tools has been based on interviews with composers, participatory-design workshops, as well as informal evaluations of our prototypes. Such methods helped us understand how composers work and explore design solutions with them. Nevertheless, whether and how composers would use our tools was less clear to us, and the above methods are less appropriate for making such observations. In this section, I will discuss a structured (and partially controlled) observation study in which 12 professional composers and musicians use Polyphony [Gar+14b], a constrained music-creation environment, to create a variation of a well-known composition.

Field studies that observe music composition in real conditions are rare exceptions [DT07]; [GLB14] because few artists are willing to dedicate time and experiment with explorative (and thus largely immature) technologies for their professional work. A common research approach for studying phenomena that involve users interacting with technology is to simulate these phenomena in laboratory settings and then observe them under well-controlled conditions. HCI research has long experience with operationalizing interaction phenomena through abstract tasks that evaluate productivity and performance. Assessing creative work is more challenging though, as its outcomes are more open-ended and often cannot be evaluated with objective quantitative measures. Still, as we saw in Chapter 3, we can
create tasks that simulate the phases of a creative process (object design in this particular case) and systematically observe how participants make use of design tools and materials [Bou+16]. Unfortunately, music composition is a more open-ended and longer process that takes several days, weeks, or even months. No other work has ever examined how this process could be compressed into well-controlled tasks for its systematic study.

The goal of our study was to understand how interactive tools, whether physical or digital, support musical creation, from early paper sketches to the final electronic musical score. In particular, we wanted to explore how and when composers use paper, when they explore ideas by playing on instruments or with the computer, and how they transition between rough ideas to fine-grained representations. Creating an appropriate composition task was our major challenge. We tried to find a task that is short but still creative and meaningful to composers. We worked closely with a young professional composer to design the task and test our first prototypes. The composer was Ph.D. candidate in music composition and had in-depth knowledge of music technology.

The starting point for creating a musical piece is an idea that inspires or drives the creative process. We replaced this phase by a composition stimulus, an existing musical piece, that composers could reuse to develop their piece. The composer suggested to use Anton Webern’s Bagatelle No. 2 for String Quartet, Op. 9. This piece lasts only 20 seconds, yet it is widely considered a complete composition. After several iterations with the young composer and a pilot test with a more senior composer, we created a composition task for an audio effect (a harmonizer) and a synthesizer:

“Use the effect to create a variation of Webern’s 20-second piece and write an accompaniment for the synthesizer.”

Although this task does not represent a real-world composition process, it still requires key composition skills. Participants are required to analyze the given material, explore the possibilities offered by the tools, and produce an original musical result.

In addition to the task, we wanted a simple, easy-to-learn interface that integrates key phases of the composition process. Our interface, Polyphony, is a unified...
user interface that provides conventional keyboard- and mouse-based input, pen-based input, as well as a MIDI keyboard for playing the audio effect and the harmonizer. Polyphony supports pen input through interactive paper (i.e., bluetooth pens and Anoto paper) or alternatively, through a graphics tablet. It also includes regular pens and pencils and Webern’s original score printed on paper. Figure 20 presents Polyphony’s user interface both on the computer and on interactive paper. The computer interface was built within Max. The paper interface was created with PaperComposer [Gar+14a]. Both enable the user to edit and replay the harmonizer effect (pitch transposition and amplitude) and the synthesizer (pitches, durations and amplitude) through interactive components that recognized graphical data or musical notation.

We recruited 12 composers. Ten were professional composers, one was Master student in acousmatic composition, and one was an electronic-music controller engineer. We divided them into two groups. Six participants were exposed to the interactive paper interface, while the other six participants were exposed to a graphics tablet. The participants were given 60 minutes to complete the task. The full procedure lasted 100 to 120 minutes and included an introduction, a training session, and a debriefing.

Figure 21 summarizes the use of the various user interfaces and inputs by our 12 participants. We observe that only four out of the six participants of the first group used the interactive paper interface to work on their piece. The most senior (P4) and most experienced (P6) composers decided to work directly on the computer. They explained that it would be too complex for them to master and produce a satisfying result with the paper interface. In contrast, P5 used the paper interface almost exclusively, while P1, P2, and P3 alternated between interactive paper, mouse and keyboard. In the second group, P9 was the only composer who used the graphics tablet to complete the piece. The composer appreciated the gestural control of the pen, especially for drawing the profile of control curves. A closer look at his score shows curves created with rapid gestures that are hard to reproduce with a mouse. Three other participants briefly experimented with the graphics tablet but quickly abandoned after the first mistakes. The other two composers preferred to use the mouse from the beginning.

We observed a range of interesting uses of Polyphony’s paper interface. P1 used pencil to sketch input rhythms, using conventional notation before transcribing them on paper by using the interactive pen. P2 used a ruler with the digital pen to draw precise control lines, while both P2 and P3 printed new pages with their current work state and then re-edited them for more precise results. However, most composers used the mouse to set specific values, such as precise transposition val-
ues in their curves, or to refine pitches that were not correctly recognized by the interactive paper interface. Although some participants (in particular P4, P8, and P10) used pencils and paper to sketch their ideas and annotate content, we observed less sketching than we had expected. A reason given by the composers was that the piece was short so it was easy for them to remember ideas. In addition, as the task was constrained, it did not require the composers to develop a complex esthetic context that might require significant sketching. I should also highlight P11’s peculiar composition approach, which consisted in playing the MIDI keyboard along with the audio and then using the mouse and the keyboard to input what he had already played. This composer had no classical training and usually composed music in front of a piano.

We also asked the participants to evaluate and comment on the composition task. All found the task to be interesting and amusing. P1 said that this kind of task “really helps you think about the impact of electronics on the aesthetics of a piece.” Others considered the task to be a nice composition exercise. We did not evaluate the resulting compositions (e.g., with the help of an external jury), as professionals can be hostile to the evaluation of their personal work. However, we asked them to rate their satisfaction with the final result. All but two participants (P5 and P6) were generally satisfied with their result. P6 (who was also the most experienced composer) would have liked to think more about the musical interest of her piece but would need more advanced tools. P5, on the other hand, was disappointed by the synthesizer’s sound.

The Polyphony study has certainly limitations, and it may be hard to generalize its findings. In particular, the tight time constraints discouraged some composers from using devices they were not familiar with. On the other hand, the study was successful in engaging composers in a highly constrained but still challenging task. Several composers explored the potential of the provided tools and appropriated them in ways that provide insights about their strengths and weaknesses. More important, the study provides a unique example for future research on how to design a constrained but creative task in order to study music composition in laboratory settings.

4.5 CONCLUSION

In this chapter, I focused on a peculiar group of creators who work with both paper and computers and develop very diverse representations of music. Our goal was to design tools and techniques that strengthen this diversity of representations. I presented two different approaches. The first (Musink) provides a flexible gestural syntax that allows users to define custom representations of computerized patches, which can augment printed musical scores. The automatic recognition of gestural vocabularies on paper can be challenging, but as I showed, it can be guided through interactive devices that offer additional channels of input and output. Musink relies on the principle of “delayed interpretation” – the composer may not want to immediately define the meaning or implementation of a gestural phrase expressed with the ink of the pen. Those may be vague and ill-defined at this phase, or simply the composer may not want to interrupt her music-creation process and postpones their actual definition. This principle is powerful with implications for other styles of interaction that do not involve paper (see Chapter 6).
Looking back on this work, I regret for not giving it enough attention in my later projects.

The second solution provides a framework and a set of tools for creating custom interfaces on paper. Such interfaces contain groups of interlinked paper components (paper substrates), where each is specialized to recognize a different notation or a different set of interactions. Paper substrates can be seen as the physical counterparts of computerized objects in visual programming languages. As I mentioned earlier, the notion of substrates has a key role in the more recent work of Michel Beaudouin-Lafon and Wendy Mackay, webstrates [Klo+15] and graphical substrates [Mau+17] being representative examples. Other groups have borrowed this concept. For example, Conversy et al. [Con+18] use graphical substrates as part of a graphical language for authoring airport automations in air-traffic control.

Beaudouin-Lafon [BL17] describes information substrates as follows:

“A substrate is a digital computational medium that holds digital information, possibly created by another substrate, applies constraints and transformations to it, reacts to changes in both the information and the substrate, and generates information consumable by other substrates. Substrates are extensible, composable with other substrates, and they can be shared.”

In each of the above systems, the substrate’s role is unique: webstrates [Klo+15] address the sharing of digital content; graphical substrates [Mau+17] focus on the composition and reuse of graphical structures and layouts; paper substrates [Gar+12]; [Gar+14a] deal with diverse representations of musical structures and the recognition of their notations. But the common goal of all these systems is to support diversity and “let users decide which [interaction] style is more appropriate for the situation at hand” [BL17]. As opposed to traditional computer software, where each application (or interface component) has its own closed set of tools and data model, substrates in the above examples may offer a unique representation but refer to a common data model and can link with each other to share their tools. The approach has important benefits. Supporting a new representation (or set of interactive tools) for a user does not require building a new application or changing the software architecture of a system – it is enough to create a new substrate, e.g., by extending existing substrates, which can be used in combination with other substrates and reuse their tools.

Of course, we can also see connections with other parts of my work presented in Chapter 3. Like paper substrates, ShapeMe models are physical substrates themselves. Such substrates act on a digital model that is part of a Blender or Unity application, while their constraints are embedded in their sensing topologies. The apparent similarity between the graphical user interface of the ShapeMe toolkit (see Figure 10) and PaperComposer (see Figure 17) is not accidental. Both tools share the same software architecture and, theoretically, could co-exist; for example, one could create paper substrates on the surface of ShapeMe models to support pen-based model editing like in ModelCraft [Son+06].

Sketch-based languages like Musink share many of the goals and properties of substrates, in the sense that they can extend existing user interfaces by offering a new layer of personal representations and interactions. In the next chapter, I examine how such languages can support common non-creative tasks, such as active note taking on paper and data exploration in front of large wall-sized displays.
I discussed roles of sketching for illustration projects (Chapter 2) and design (Chapter 3). Likewise, sketching is a widespread practice in interaction design [Bux07], but HCI research has also tried to integrate sketching capabilities into an interaction vocabulary itself. This line of work goes back to Landay’s seminal work on sketching interfaces [Lan96], while other work has studied sketch-based vocabularies to help users interact through ink gestures [ZM06]. In Chapter 4, I examined how semi-structured languages based on sketching can provide representational freedom to users, while being interpretable by computers. In this chapter, I continue on this direction but concentrate now on more familiar tasks that do not treat sketches as programmable objects.

I discuss two different examples: knotty gestures and SketchSliders. Knotty gestures are subtle but distinctive marks sketched on paper that allow users to tag, structure, and interact with their hand-written notes. SketchSliders deal with visual-analysis tasks. They are visualization controllers that users freely sketch on a personal tablet to customize their data explorations. Both designs aim to provide personal representations for interaction that support free annotation, bookmarking, and exploration.

5.1 Drawing Interactive Traces on Paper

We were interested in exploring ink-based vocabularies for interactive paper notebooks. We started by looking at how biology researchers use pen and paper in connection with data on their computer. As other scientists, several biologists use paper to reflect on data, make calculations on top of them, identify patterns and comment on them. However, biologists also rely on paper notebooks to record their research protocols, data, and results [Mac+02]; [TME08]. Clarity and style is important in such scenarios. Our design efforts thus concentrated on vocabularies that could be naturally integrated into a user’s personal writing style, while supporting in-context interaction. These efforts resulted in knotty gestures [TM10]. Knotty gestures aim to balance between expressive power and simplicity and support user interaction with paper (i) at the time of writing and (ii) in the future, when users return to what they have written in the past to rethink and re-interact with it. Although our initial motivation comes from the use of notebooks by scientists, knotty gestures are not specific to this domain. Next, I explain our design concept in more detail.

Knotty gestures are tiny circular gestures drawn on paper that leave a subtle interactive trace, that we call a knot. Drawing a knot on paper is a physical interaction that is very familiar to everyone who knows how to write with a pen. More important, the mechanics of this interaction is very distinctive (repeated circling within a tiny radius), leaving a trace that does not easily interfere with other handwritten symbols. Given their size, knots are visible but not obtrusive. Unlike pre-printed paper buttons, which take up space on the paper, they were designed to be easy for the reader to either detect or ignore.
Figure 22: Knotty gestures [TM10]: (a) Drawing knotty gestures over handwritten notes. The knots here, which are dots on lines and characters, activate audio recordings and link them with the notes for future reuse. (b) Nested knots drawn on top of tabular data.

Figure 22a presents a simple example of knots that represent voice annotations. The knots here are drawn on top of a vertical line that groups them together. More generally, knots do not exist on their own. They function as “parasites,” as they are required to reside on top of other handwritten strokes. This design ensures their visual distinction from other similar symbols in handwriting, such as dots in punctuation or bulleted lists. Knots are thus distinguishable and easily recognizable by both humans and computers. We based our implementation on Livescribe pens\(^1\), which supported limited visual feedback (through a 96 x 18 pixels OLED display), a microphone, and a speaker. These pens were equipped with a processor and could be used as independent mobile devices. When we started this project, Livescribe had just launched an open tentative SDK. Its capabilities were very limited at the moment, but it allowed us to program simple pen applications, such as activating mathematical functions over handwritten numbers and adding voice annotations to handwritten notes.

Older systems, such as PapierCraft [Lia+08], make a hard distinction between regular writing and gestures that represent commands. Users rely on mode-switching mechanisms, e.g., pressing a button, which can disrupt the flow of writing. Knotty gestures eliminate the need for mode switching. Unlike pigtails [Hin+05], used by many augmented-paper systems [Lia+08]; [Son+06] as delimiters and command selectors, knotty gestures have a distinct profile that does not interfere with other handwritten symbols. Multiple knotty gestures can be activated on a single stroke and at any position, not only at the end. A knot may also have one or more tails that associate a special function and make it visible to the reader. The lifecycle of a knotty gesture does not end upon its activation, as its trace (i.e., the knot) defines an entry for future interactions. Knots may have local memory, storing their last state of interaction. This state may not be visible, but users can annotate a knot, e.g., with text, to reveal its state.

Inspired by the gestural primitives of Musink’s grammar [TLM09], knotty gestures can be combined with other handwritten strokes to build more complex syntactic structures. Like Musink identifiers, they can assign functionality to the strokes on which they are drawn. For example, they can convert a line to a link anchor, a list of numerical values, a text selector, or an interactive slider. Alternatively, a knotty gesture can define a scope over a stroke, making it the home of other specialized knots. For example, the vertical line in Figure 22a ends with a tailed knotty gesture that defines the scope of audio annotations. In contrast, the

\(^1\) https://www.livescribe.com
Figure 23: State diagrams (and screens) demonstrating interaction through knotty gestures. Left: Recording and replaying an audio clip. Right: Interacting with the trace of a knotty gesture (knot) to choose a mathematical function from a sequential list.

Our scoping mechanism supports an encapsulation mechanism, where knotty gestures can define nested scoping levels. Nesting reduces the number of available functions at each level and takes advantage of the ability of knots to act as line connectors. Figure 22b presents an example with two levels of nesting: the user has drawn a nested knot (Level 1) on a vertical line to define a table. A knotty gesture is then used to connect a horizontal line, which hosts nested knots that serve as mathematical functions (Level 2). To choose a function from a sequential list, the user directly interacts with a knot as shown in Figure 23:Right).

We examined four alternative interactions with a knot: (i) tapping, (ii) pressing and holding, (iii) circling, and (iv) marking. All four techniques can be used for selecting a value or command from a list of available options. Marking is inspired by pigtails [Hin+05], as it leaves a visible directional tail after drawing the knot. The technique is suitable when the effect of the action is permanent and when this effect should be visually communicated to readers. Circling occurs naturally while drawing a knot, but its use for controlling list navigation was not straightforward. Previous HCI work on circular movements for scrolling [Zha+07]; [MH04]; [MLG10] has examined larger-scale rotational movements. Instead, we studied micro-movements where rotation occurs within a tiny area of up to 1.5 mm. In this case, movement sensing is less accurate while motor control is more sensitive to speed variations and noise. Our early experiments showed that people tend to draw dots with discrete rotational movements that can be identified based on the speed of the movement (see Figure 24a). Given this observation, we made the technique sensitive to discrete, oriented rotations, independently of their size and only detected full or half rotations (see Figure 24b). We observed that full rotations better support motor memory, as the user does not constantly depend on the pen’s feedback.

We conducted an exploratory study to investigate how people naturally draw dots and two experiments to evaluate our designs. The first experiment evaluated the recognition accuracy of knotty gestures with and without feedback. Our results showed that people can easily learn to create knotty gestures with accuracies higher than 96%, even without feedback from the pen. The second experiment explored the usability and performance of the micro-interactions (circling, holding, and tapping) that knotty gestures support for selection in sorted and unsorted
lists. Overall, participants easily learnt how to switch between forward and backward movements through holding and tapping. Circling was less effective though. Several participants complained that they could not easily control the technique, especially when lists were not sorted and had to constantly look at the pen’s display. Designing effective input-control mechanisms for such micro-movements is difficult and requires additional effort.

So far, I have examined how ink gestures can support interaction on paper. Many of the concepts that I presented above can be transferred to pen-based computer interfaces such as pen tablets. For example, Ciolfi Felice et al. [FAM18] have studied the use of knot-based sketches for choreographic annotations on a pen interface for tablets. However, when designing for such devices, the design constraints and interaction possibilities significantly change. I next present a sketching interface that allows data analysis experts to draw personal data exploration widgets and bring part of the data from a large wall-sized display to their personal tablet.

5.2 SKETCHING WIDGETS FOR VISUAL EXPLORATION

High-resolution wall-sized displays have many applications for data analysis, allowing analysts to view, discuss, and visually explore large amounts of data. Interaction in such environments can be difficult, as users are often mobile, moving back to get an overview of their data, and coming up-close to see details [And+11]. Analysts may also need to keep a trace of their explorations for their personal reports and further annotate them to indicate interesting patterns.

In order to address such needs, we introduced a sketching interface (see Figure 25) that splits the data-analysis process between the wall display and a tablet. Users can walk in front of the wall display and interact with its visualizations through SketchSliders, free-form range sliders that users draw on the tablet. SketchSliders are visualizations by themselves, allowing users to transfer their data explorations to a more personal workspace on the tablet. We support sketched sliders of various shapes and types, including circular sliders for representing periodic data, branched sliders that provide multiple levels of granularity and control, and curvy sliders whose shape can define transformations.

Filtering and range selection are core visual exploration tasks [AS04]. Traditional visualization systems provide support for these tasks through slider widgets [HS12]. Each slider controls a single data dimension, but users can use multiple sliders to perform more complex queries. Our goal was to combine the simplicity of such widgets with the representation freedom that sketching supports. We were particularly interested in identifying meaningful roles that shaped controllers can take, and explore how users could make use of sketching to augment
controllers with new filtering mechanisms. We ran individual design sessions with three visualization experts. Our experts suggested that sketching can benefit visual exploration by supporting the following key functions:

**Customization.** Users can draw arbitrary slider shapes. Such shapes can encode additional information, e.g., a bended slider can indicate a point of interest. A slider’s customized shape can also capture specific data constraints. For example, a circular slider can filter a periodic dimension, e.g., month, with no start and end.

**Parametrization.** Users can further parametrize their sketched sliders, e.g., by writing values by hand to define slider extremums.

**Granularity.** Sketching enables users to easily mitigate visual constraints and draw sliders of different lengths, adapted to the level of precision they want. Our experts further proposed sketching mechanisms that allow for variable granularity, such as grafting a slider with long, high-resolution branches.

**Annotation and bookmarking.** Sketching environments helps analysts to keep a trace of their explorations by augmenting their sliders with bookmarks and personal annotations.

**Reusability.** The above capabilities facilitate reuse. Sketched controllers do not have to be constantly active. They can temporarily fade out, giving their place to alternative exploration paths but stay accessible for later use.

Our mobile interface integrates many of the above ideas. Users can sketch sliders to explore data dimensions and create queries to filter data (see Figure 25). The sketching interface supports free writing, sketching of interactive widgets, and interaction with gestures, relying on stroke-delimiter techniques [Hin+05] (dwelling and pigtails), gesture recognition, and crossing-based selection [AG04]. Users combine these techniques to draw sliders, add and manipulate filters, associate data dimensions to sliders, add bookmarks, activate and deactivate sliders, erase widgets, etc. Figure 26 gives a summary of SketchSliders’ basic interactions. We support both ratio and ordinal variables (numerical, or textual sorted in alphabetical order).
5.2 Sketching Widgets for Visual Exploration

For ratio variables, we differentiate between decimals and integers. We also differentiate between periodic, e.g., months, and non-periodic variables. As shown in Figure 26, periodic variables can be associated with circular sliders that have no ends.

SketchSliders can host multiple interactive filters that define the union of ranges or individual values. We support both range and delta filters, where a delta filter has a single control point and represents either a unique value (ordinal variables), or a small delta range around a value (ratio variables). SketchSliders can also host one-dimensional navigation and bookmarking widgets that we call "cursors." Inspired by scented widgets [WHA07], we augment SketchSliders with normalized density distributions. We show both the distribution of the entire dataset (in light orange) and the distribution of its subset (in blue), as defined by the filters of the currently active sliders. Although rough, these visualizations support data exploration directly on the sketching interface. Users can draw multiple sliders to get quick information about how data points are distributed along different dimensions and identify functional dependencies between dimensions as they manipulate the filters of their sliders. Thus, users can focus on their filters without having to shift their attention from the tablet to the wall display.

Finally, we provide two special slider types that allow users to adapt the granularity of their visualizations and their controls. Branched sliders (see Figure 27a) support an infinite nesting of branches. Branches can form arbitrary tree and polytree structures and serve as proxies of the main slider. Thus, filters have copies in all slider branches, and the user can choose which copy to manipulate based on its level of precision. By grafting branches and adjusting their extrema, users can zoom in smaller ranges of the data. As they further zoom in, distributions get more fine grained, while filters and cursors become more precise. Branching is especially useful for revealing distribution anomalies and clusters in the data.

Transformation sliders (see Figure 27b) are inspired by how people commonly sketch curves to communicate mathematical functions. We focus on focus+context transformation functions that affect the visualization of the plots on the wall display – peaks of a slider curve represent areas of focus while valleys represent areas...
of context. We define that transformations over a slider path by using a curvilinear $l - y$ coordinate system, where $l$ is the arc length of the partial curve at point $p(x, y)$. This approach overcomes the problem of curves that do not describe valid functions in Cartesian coordinates. As shown in Figure 27b, a transformation applies both to the scatterplot and to the slider itself. This means that values are sparser around peaks and denser around valleys. Similarly, delta filters and cursors become more precise closer to higher peaks.

We ran a user study with six participants (five experienced researchers and one Ph.D. student with expertise in visualization and HCI) to evaluate our system. The participants were seated in front of the wall display and interacted with a 10-inch tablet. They were first given a detailed training session and then performed alone two open exploration tasks. All the participants were very enthusiastic about sketching their own controllers:

“There is something very compelling about sketching your own tools.”

“I can focus either with branches or transformation, you don’t have that in other interfaces.”

They all learned how to SketchSliders functionalities but combined a different mix of strategies to complete the tasks. Some participants created branches to increase precision and compare different parts of the dataset (“I made a second branch to see if I have the same detailed pattern as in the other [branch]”), while others used transformation sliders to get a closer view of a data range (“[get] a better view of the densely packed data points in this range”). All participants found that sketching one controller at a time helped their analysis process. They also like liked how the sketching interface was combined with the wall environment and mentioned that the two were “very well integrated.” However, participants also commented that SketchSliders could be useful in other settings, such as desktop environments. Enabling users to sketch controllers directly on their visualizations is an interesting direction for future work.
5.3 Conclusion

I presented two designs of interactive sketch-based UI widgets. Knotty gestures are designed for interactive paper and take into account the constraints of the physical ink. Since ink is permanent, the trace of gestural commands interferes with the ink of the handwritten notes. Knotty gestures offer a clean, non-intrusive method for attaching active annotations to a page. They also provide mechanisms for producing hierarchical structures of semantics by combining knots with hand-drawn line separators or containers of handwritten text. SketchSliders, on the other hand, are designed for tablets and thus provide a richer set of gestural interactions and possibilities for dynamic visualization. We saw that SketchSliders can also serve as custom data visualizations, moving data exploration from a wall display to a personal space of interaction.

Integrating sketching capabilities into the components of common user interfaces (e.g., a file explorer, an email client, or a statistical analysis tool) is a direction that has been tantalizing me since I started working on Musink. Unfortunately, operating systems pose hard constraints on the design and implementation of their graphical user interfaces. Commercial UI widget toolkits have also been very rigid, privileging consistency, structure, and standardization to representational expression. Although I acknowledge that these obstacles are not easy to overcome, I consider them as great opportunities for innovation in HCI research.
Goel [Goe14] argues that creative problems require two types of transformations: (i) \textit{lateral transformations}, where solutions diverge from one to slightly different ones, and (ii) \textit{vertical transformations}, where a rough idea progressively converges into a precise and unambiguous version. According to the author, the success of a creative process largely depends on whether the artist’s vocabulary captures the right level of abstraction or precision. Despite their different scope, all systems that I presented in my habilitation thesis target a similar high-level goal: how to support representations and interaction vocabularies that facilitate such transformations. I distill three key lessons from this work:

1. Sketch-based vocabularies can deal with ambiguity and encourage abstraction. In contrast to traditional sketching activities, where a sketch is solely an image subject to the artist’s own interpretation, a computer interface can extract meaning from a sketch, associate with digital content, and make it interactive. In this way, sketches also become tools for structuring ideas and turning them into more precise artifacts or designs. The benefits of interactive sketching go beyond the scope of creative work. Other common tasks, such as data analysis, information management, and decision making, might be better supported by intermediate, ill-defined representations that do not require users to make early commitments.

2. Creators often turn to physical materials because they offer malleable representations and unique aesthetic qualities that traditional digital environments cannot support. I discussed different solutions on how to combine digital creation and material interaction. BricoSketch [TMH15], Musink [TLM09], and Paper Substrates [Gar+12] rely on commercial solutions to support interaction with physical ink, but I also presented examples of custom sensing technologies [WTM18]; [WTM16] that integrate material manipulation into computer-assisted design tools. Arguably, technologies for material-based sensing and interaction are still far from offering the level of precision or robustness that is needed for real creation tasks. However, research on interactive materials is very active [Qam+18], and we can expect that many of the technical limitations of current solutions will be addressed in the future. Furthermore, AR technologies evolve rapidly and offer an additional path in this direction.

3. Computational assistance can benefit both experienced artists and novices. For novices, the key challenge is how to guide the vertical transformation of solutions given that novices lack experience and intuition about how to resolve ambiguities, correct inconsistencies, and move to precise versions. But as many novices also lack basic artistic skills (e.g., drawing), providing alternative paths of creation, e.g., focusing on early prototyping rather than sketching, is important.

For professionals, a first challenge is how to design digital tools that offer the right precision level. Goel [Goe14] reports that designers with deficien-
cies in the right prefrontal cortex generate substandard outcomes because they tend to approach the creative tasks at an “extensively precise, concrete level.” Likewise, a computerized system may hurt the creative tasks if it enforces a vocabulary that is too precise or rigid. A second challenge is how to leverage the practitioners’ personal styles, support their familiar practices and extend, rather than replace, their existing tools. Finally, as professionals are concerned about the speed of their creative process, a third challenge is how to facilitate reuse, assist creation through models, but also reduce the time it takes to switch between different input methods and tools.

I end with a discussion of ongoing work and some future directions that touch the problems that I discussed in the previous chapters.

6.1 Drawing assistance with interactive reference models

We saw in Chapter 2 that using photographs as external drawing references is a common practice in professional illustration. An interesting problem is how to best support such practices with tools that combine interaction with automated assistance. Systems such as ShadowDraw [LZC11] and more recently LiveSketch [CBJ19] retrieve photographs from large image collections in interaction with partial user drawings that serve as queries. They then use these photographs as models to assist the drawing process. Despite their algorithmic sophistication, these systems support generic subjects and target users with limited drawing skills. Other systems [HCN19] rely on a dataset of sketch-image pairs to assist UI design based on previous examples of sketches. A common limitation of all these systems is the fact that retrieval depends on global optimization functions. Although the weighting of such functions can be user-defined (e.g., in LiveSketch [CBJ19]), how to map such weights to high-level drawing concepts and embed them in effective interactive controllers is an HCI problem that has not been sufficiently studied.

I am especially interested in image-based approaches that deal with more complex subjects, such as the human body and its postures, by exposing their variations as interactive visual guides. The goal of such guides is to help the artist to constrain the space of outcomes and quickly navigate among possible alternatives. For example, imagine that the artist of Figure 5 interactively specifies her constraints to retrieve photograph models that guide the drawing of hand poses and grasps. Many art books (e.g., see Loomis’ book on figure drawing [Loo43]) describe some very systematic techniques about how to create abstract, expressive models of the human body. This approach poses two main challenges: (i) how to map such abstract models to photograph models, and (ii) how to design interactive tools that allow the artist to effectively control the parameters of these models (e.g., some previous work has examined gestural input that derives expressive characters in motion [GCR13]).

6.2 AR-assisted modeling

The rapid emergence of affordable VR and AR headsets has considerably facilitated the development of immersive applications, while AR and VR have become the most popular topics of CHI and UIST. Although the significance of such technologies is incontestable for applications in gaming and education, their potentials
for professional creation tasks, such as 3D modeling, is still difficult to assess. There is very active research on these technologies that covers a wide range of topics, including immersive drawing [Aro+18], parametric design [Oku+18], and AR-assisted fabrication [Pen+18]. Other interesting work has come up with interaction concepts that support collaboration and the parallel manipulation of virtual objects [Xia+18b].

I have been working with Cédric Fleury and Arthur Fages (Ph.D. student since December 2019) on modeling scenarios for AR, where one or multiple collocated designers work on multiple instances or representations of their models around their common physical space. Our goal is to first better understand some key benefits of hologram-based representations, such as their support for quick physical navigation, their greater visual space without the need of physical screens, and their support for more personal views. We are interested in developing techniques that leverage such potential benefits but also assist collaborators in working together and coordinating their modeling actions.

6.3 SKETCH-BASED INTERACTION VOCABULARIES

Although selection and command specification are two distinct phases in command activation, they commonly appear in close time distance. In tool-based approaches, the user selects the tool that identifies the command and then selects the objects of interest. Pen gesture interfaces often use phrasing techniques that inverse this series of actions [Hin+06]. The user draws one or multiple strokes to select the objects of interest and defines the command immediately after by switching interaction modes. As a key limitation, these approaches require the user to make early decisions about the scope of their intended commands as well as their definition.

Sketch-based vocabularies support persistent tagging mechanisms that divide command activation into separate phases that can appear in any order at any time and can be revisited in the future. As with Musink, by combining a set of sketched symbols, one can specify scope, structure (e.g., groups and hierarchies) and functional identifiers that can be later associated with commands, customizable filters, and end-user scripts. My goal is to establish a powerful sketch-based interaction paradigm that brings notions of flexible declarative programming into the user interface itself.

A more ambitious goal is to enable users to sketch interactive controls (interactive links, switches, SketchSliders, visualization widgets, etc.) and associate them with their sketched identifiers (tags). For example, suppose a user reads an article and annotates individual words by drawing an identifying gesture, e.g., a zigzag gesture. Later, she draws a circular widget that serves as an index to the article. The user then associates the index with the zigzag gesture to populate it with her annotated words. This interaction approach requires a new set of UI design and development tools. A key problem is that sketches are often hard to parametrize as dynamic objects, e.g., a line sketched over a subset of items in a ordered list may break when the list is reordered. To this end, we need to invent new types of fluid sketch-based UI widgets that support dynamic behavior and effectively deal with their layout constraints.

For an argumentation, you can read Antti Oulavirta’s series of posts: Nine reasons why I don’t believe in current VR/AR technology: https://twitter.com/oulasvirta/status/1103298711382380545
6.4 DESIGNING WITH DATA VS. DESIGNING WITH GRAPHICS

There are other design activities that require working with multiple representations. I have been recently exploring creative tools for data visualization design and infographics [Tsao],. Design professionals who engage in such activities look for ways to produce compelling graphical representations of data by using a wide range of data analysis and design tools. This problem has recently gained the interest of big research labs such as Microsoft and Adobe Research, and their efforts have resulted in impressive visualization-authoring systems, such as Data Illustrator [Liu+18], DataInk [Xia+18a], and Charticulator [RLB18]. This line of research has been inspired by earlier studies [Big+14] that show that designers prefer a “flexible design environment that does not enforce a specific order of operations” and create visualizations in a “top-down, graphical process,” rather than a bottom-up workflow of visualization grammars and toolkits. The above systems [Liu+18]; [Xia+18a]; [RLB18] support a more flexible design approach through lazy data binding, where the design of graphics precedes the data binding step. Even so, these systems still rely on a specific data schema to derive visualization structures. For example, Data Illustrator [Liu+18] requires users to choose a data dimension to repeat a shape at the very beginning of the design process. Other graphics-centric approaches either support simple data structures and no layouts [Kim+17].

My goal is to establish a data-agnostic approach to visualization design that produces reusable visualization structures without programming. My approach combines techniques of graphical properties sharing [HC12], by-example layout specification [RRS13], and persistent alignment and distribution [CF+16] into a new framework of nested property structures. I call it StructGraphics (in distinction with “infographics”) to emphasize its focus on graphical structures, rather than data. Figure 28 presents an early version of my prototype. It is composed of three fully synchronized user interface components: (1) the visualization sketcher that allows users to create their graphical structures, (2) a property inspector that exposes all editable graphical properties and automatically organizes them into tabular structures, and (3) a spreadsheet that allows users to create flexible mappings between graphical properties and data at any point in time. Overall, my approach follows the inverse workflow than traditional visualization-design systems. Rather than transforming data dependencies into visualization constraints, it allows users to interactively define the property and layout constraints of their visualization designs and then translate these graphical constraints into alternative data structures.

My longer-term ambition is to turn StructGraphics into a more generic approach that would allow users to turn their sketched representations into data structures and populate them at will with real data. Previous work on grammar-based procedural drawing [Nis+16] provides insights about how to deal with recognition problems when drawing primitives that adhere to a given grammar. Nevertheless, such approaches require users to follow a restrictive, hierarchical sketching workflow that may not reflect how users think and work. I am therefore interested in interactive tools that help users to specify and later refine a grammar as they sketch its graphical primitives.
6.5 METHODOLOGICAL QUESTIONS

I close with thoughts about methodological challenges of studying creative tasks. As I discussed earlier, creators often develop idiosyncratic working styles and may express divergent attitudes towards interactive technologies. When presenting our studies on music composers, we were often posed the following frustrating question: “Your results are based on a small handful of very peculiar people. Do they generalize?”

To a great extent, HCI quantitative research focuses on average technology use and average user performance. When the goal is to demonstrate the benefits of a new technique $A$ to a state-of-the-art technique $B$, a common approach is to take a sample of people, ask them to perform a task with both techniques, and then compare their mean (or median) scores across one or multiple measures. This approach has an obvious limitation. If the investigators fail to demonstrate that average scores of the new technique are superior, they cannot claim any advantage. Yet, the investigators may still observe that their technique brings some clear benefits to some people, although it may be clearly disadvantageous for others.

Unfortunately, group designs are less appropriate in such cases because finding large enough samples of people with common minority patterns is difficult, while confounding variables, such as ordering effects, do not allow for generalizing individual patterns. In my view, the HCI community should turn to single-case (or single-subject) experiments [MM09] for many problems where patterns of individual users are of interest. Single-case experiments have a long history in behavioral sciences, although they are less common than group experimental designs. Despite their name, single-case experiments usually involve several participants, e.g., recruiting four or five participants is common in such studies. In contrast to group designs where inferences and conclusions refer to a group, in single-case designs, participants serve as their own controls, and inferences apply to individuals. Of
course, this approach has its own shortcomings. In particular, it requires longer periods of participation such that enough statistical evidence is collected. Finding participants who are willing to participate in long experiments (e.g., with repeated sessions over several days) can be challenging. I am interested in better understanding how single-case experimental methods could benefit HCI research.

Much of the work that I presented in the previous chapters was qualitative in nature. Qualitative research methodologies allow for more flexibility and often deeper and more insightful observations about how creators work. However, the analysis and interpretation of qualitative results is usually subject to the investigators’ own convictions and biases. Inter-coder reliability methods help the investigators ensure or at least report on the reliability of their analysis. For example, we used inter-coder reliability measures for the analysis of novice design strategies [Bou+16]. Those helped us to produce a coherent scheme for coding participants’ sketches. They also helped us to assess the level of subjectivity of the prototype evaluation measures (e.g., quality and difficulty) that we used. I have further investigated inter-coder reliability measures in the context of gesture elicitation studies [Tsa18], where I found that when authors do not use the appropriate statistics to assess the reliability of their gesture categories, they tend to misinterpret their findings. Specifically, the authors often exaggerate evidence about users’ agreement on mappings between gestures and commands.

Yet, inter-coder reliability often requires significant time and resources and may not be practical for certain types of analysis [MSF19]. Other qualitative researchers discourage its use for other reasons. For example, Clarke and Braun [CB16] argue that coding is a reflexive process that inevitably bears the mark of the researcher; “with no one accurate way to code data, the logic behind inter-rater reliability (and multi-independent coders) disappears.” [CB19]. Although I agree that inter-coder reliability can be an overkill in certain situations, I am not convinced by the argumentation of Clarke and Braun. In most practical cases, inter-rater reliability is not used to assess the accuracy of a coding process with respect to a golden standard and does not necessarily restrict the way investigators create their codes or themes. But after the end of a coding process, the researchers still need to verify that their codes can be applied in a consistent manner on the same or different portions of the data by more than one person. Otherwise, the reproducibility of the findings can be put into question. Inter-rater reliability scores should not be simply “understood as showing that two researchers have been trained to code data in the same way,” as Clarke and Braun argue [CB19]. In addition to training issues, low inter-rater reliability scores can alarm researchers for other possible problems: (i) codes can be ill-defined, fuzzy, or incoherent; or (ii) the actual data to which the codes apply may be noisy, uncertain, or hard to interpret. Inter-rater reliability scores allow for better assessing the uncertainty of interpretations and conclusions that rely on qualitative results. Future research on qualitative research methods needs to better understand these issues.
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